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ABSTRACT 

 

In the telecommunications industry the dynamicity of the business deals between operators 

from different countries in terms of the voice service is a main characteristic that leads to 

the creation of different communication routes and exchange of traffic volumes to many 

destinations.  In a big organization, such is The Telecom Group; this exercise is conducted 

by dividing all the customers into different portfolios according to their geographical 

location and then negotiating for the best price and a specific amount of traffic volume that 

generates the highest revenues and margins. However, one of the main weaknesses of this 

practice is that portfolios do not have any visibility between each other and the exchange of 

key information about individual customers (operators) is very narrow.  This situation 

causes The Group as a whole to send traffic to the same destination at different price rates, 

therefore reducing the potential maximization of revenues, best margins, as well as the 

amount of traffic volume that can be negotiated between operators.  The purpose of this 

master thesis was to establish an operative model that identified strategic operators through 

the analysis of KPIs in different portfolios in order to create synergies between them with 

the purpose of increasing margins, gaining market share and entering new markets in the 

voice wholesale business.  The feasibility of such model was then be tested through an 

economic (revenue) analysis of the before and after state giving as a result that the creation 

of synergies in fact produces visibility between portfolios in terms of key information as 

well as a positive generation of business value. 
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1. Introduction 

 

In a constantly changing business environment, it is imperative for organizations to sustain 

diversification in order to ensure competitive advantage.  Commonly corporations operate 

under a strategic portfolio division of services and customers.  At The Telecom Group, the 

customer portfolio division of the voice service is strategically divided but unfortunately 

the visibility between portfolios is almost non-existent.  This dissertation searches to create 

visibility between customer portfolios in order to increase the business profitability through 

the creating of synergies. 

 

1.1 Research Motivation 

 

This MT has been motivated by two key elements: (1) the theoretical relevance of Cross 

Business Synergies integrated to Customer Portfolio Management with the purpose of 

creating a new model that confines the concept of Customer Portfolio Synergies and (2) 

the practical relevance of the creation of portfolio synergies for The Telecom group and 

their power to increase the profitability of the business 

 

1.1.1 Theoretical Relevance 

 

When researching about the existing literature on synergies between customer portfolios 

little was found to be recorded, however, a large amount of theory about cross-business 

synergies was able to be identified.  In spite of this, a complementary research about CPM 

was able to complete the missing information in order to be able to propose a framework 

on portfolio synergies to be able expand the existing literature. 

 

1.1.2 Practical Relevance 

 

Once a theoretical framework was able to be identified, it was relevant to test its validity 

through an empirical case dedicated to The Telecom Group.  During the practical study, 

conclusions about the profitability of business through the creation of portfolio synergies 

were exposed.  The analysis of the case also gave important relevance to the detection of 

non-value added activities in the relationship with the customer and the significance that 

visibility of portfolios has over the overall business as well as the identification of key 

strategic factors about the customers. 
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1.2 Research Objectives 

 

.Based on the mentioned theoretical and practical observations, there is a considerable 

interest from the author as well as from the portfolio and corporate managers to approach 

the overall research questions of this study: “Portfolio synergies at strategic sales level in 

the telecommunication industry – An evaluation and proposition to increase business, gain 

market share and enter new markets in the wholesale voice service”.  In order to approach 

this statement, the research can be broken down into seven objectives: 

 How can the non-value added activities identified in the problem delineation 

section be improved? 

 

 How can the visibility of customer portfolios be increased? 

 

 What type of synergies can be created in order to increase the business 

profitability? 

 

 What factors influence the creation of portfolios in the voice service in the 

telecommunication’s industry? 

 

 How is it possible to analyse each customer qualitatively 

 

 What are the benefits of creating synergies 

 

 How can these synergies be evaluated 

 

This dissertation is oriented to the academic research and the strategic management 

discipline of synergies and CPM.  The empirical case will be focused in the 

telecommunication industry, specifically in the wholesale voice service. 

 

1.3 Structure of the Dissertation 

 

This study is structured in ten chapters as depicted in figure 1.  The purpose of the creation 

of this structure is to establish a joint sharing position for the reader followed by an 

academic and practical research and finishing with the discussions about the findings and 

conclusions. 
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Figure 1 Dissertation Structure (The author) 

 

To establish the joint sharing position of the study this paper first outlines an overview 

about the profile of the Telecom Group depicted in chapter 2.  In order to be able to 

understand the functionality of the service offered to the customers, an overview of the 

voice service is described in chapter 3 where statistics about this service and the changing 

trends are depicted.  Chapter 4 highlights and explains in detail the mechanics of the 

wholesale voice service. 

The second section of this dissertation is composed of academic and practical research.  

Chapter 5 introduces and delineates the problem in order to be able to conduct the 

succeeding investigation.  In chapter 7 existing literature about synergies and CPM is 

explained followed by chapter 8 which sets the theoretical framework and research 

methodology that is to be followed to conduct the empirical analysis that is described in 

chapter 9 where the creation of synergies at the customer portfolio level are created 

proving that they in fact to improve the profitability of the business. 

Finally, the third and last section concentrates on the discussion of the findings, concluding 

the case and research and proposing further research to improve not only the theoretical 

study but the practical case as well. 
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2. Overview of the Company 

 

This chapter is assigned to give a general description of The Telecom Group.  In a quick 

overview, different statistics and figures about the group are stated as well as a description 

of the portfolio of services offered by the company. 

 

2.1 The Telecom Group Highlights 

 

The Telecom Group is one of the main integrated telecommunication operators that is a 

global leader in the provision of communication solutions, information and entertainment.   

It has 307 million of access to clients that is reached through its presence in 25 countries 

worldwide.  In 2008 reported around 57.946 million of euros in revenues, out of which 

64% were coming from outside Spain with a net profit of 7.592 million of euros (The 

Telecom Group, 2012).  

The Group´s Strategy intends to offer efficient and sustainable products and services to its 

principal stakeholder: the customer by carefully evaluating its pricing strategies as well as 

carefully utilizing and developing the network capabilities.  This strategy tackles seven 

strategic priorities: (The Telecom Gruop, 2012)  

1. Customer:  Transform customer information into competitive advantage. 

2. Products & Services: Focus on the in-house development for priority services, and 

stimulating third party co-operation. 

3. Pricing: Rebalancing the pricing structure in order to monetize data. 

4. Sustainable Internet Model: Lead the industry evolution towards a sustainable 

internet model. 

5. Network: Develop the best network that provides the company a competitive 

differentiation in a profitable manner. 

6. Efficiency: Simplify processes to be more agile in order to obtain maximum 

benefits from the company´s scale. 

7. Capabilities: Strengthen the company´s capabilities to ensure a successful execution 

of all strategic initiatives. 

 

To ensure the implementation of that strategy, the Telecom Group has defined a new 

organizational model that is composed of four groups: (The Telecom Gruop, 2012)  

1. Telecom Digital: Is in charge of accelerating innovation, focusing on product 
portfolio and leveraging the relationship with customers. 

2. Telecom Europe & LATAM: Designed to establish a more simple and balanced 
distribution among Telecom´s geography 
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3. Telecom Global Resources:  responsible of the sustainability and responsibility of 

the business, extracting all the benefits of the global scale.   

Simultaneously, within the last mentioned group, the division that is in command of the 

telecommunication wholesale services at the global level is the Telecom International 

Wholesale Services (TIWS) group and which this Master Thesis (MT) will be focusing on.  

The main purpose of this division is to maximize synergies from global resources 

management, to provide competitive business platforms and boost international business 

growth.  TIWS is a supplier of global solutions that are catalogued as leaders in the 

wholesale international market with a wide range of products, services and solutions. 

It has major presence in Latin America and Europe but is rapidly growing in other markets 

such as Asia, Africa and the Middle East.  The division bets for the most innovative 

technology in its services and products.  One of the major advantages that TIWS carries 

and manages for the Telecom Group is the direct connectivity via the Backbone Tier 1 and 

submarine cables SAm-1 between Latin America (LATAM), Europe and EEUU.  Through 

this fiber optic network (Figure 2) (Source: (The Telecom Group, 2012)) TIWS transports 

more than 20.000 million of minutes of international voice service per year and creates 

more than 300 direct routes with international operators.   

It also provides IT and converging global solutions to multinational enterprises outside the 

Group thanks to its wide IP/MPLS network through PoPs in more than 40 countries. (The 

Telecom Group, 2012)  

 

 
Figure 2. Telecom´s International Network (The Telecom Group, 2012) 
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2.2 TIWS Service Portfolio 

 

The leadership of TIWS in the wholesale market guarantees it an integrated and 

competitive service portfolio.  The strategic business approach that it takes towards each of 

these services makes it one of the leaders in the telecommunication business. Information 

gathered from source: (The Telecom Group, 2012) 

 

 

Figure 3 TIWS Service Portfolio (The Telecom Group, 2012) 

 

2.2.1 Voice Services 

 

The voice service refers to the connectivity between parties – the caller and the person 

receiving the call – and the transfer of minutes between operators that make possible that 

call.  TIWS catalogue of services offers: 

 International Termination:  From and to Spain and Latin America where The 

Telecom Group is a leader and in the European market where it has an important 

presence. 

 Transit: The interconnections with more than 200 operators worldwide, allow 

TIWS to offer a call ending service of calls in thirds party countries (it is offered in 

the modality Hubbing and Premium) 

 Value Added Services:  Advanced serviced that allow the introduction of new 

services, adding adaptability and flexibility to their catalog of international services 
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such is the case of: signaling, ISDN, Freephone, Direct Country and Assisted 

International. 

 

2.2.2 Capacity Services 

 

Capacity services rely on broadband connectivity with the highest quality.  TIWS has the 

most innovative technologies related to broadband.  It has an actual capacity that ranges 

between 1,92 to 10 Tbps with auto restoration and top technology in standards SDH and 

SONET and wave longitudes DWDM.   TIWS catalog includes: 

 SDH/SONET: Connectivity between cities in the EEUU, LATAM and Europe 

(city to city). 

 Wavelength:  Links without optical level protection with speeds of 2.5 or 10 Gbps. 

 IPLC Service: Point-to-point international broadband connectivity. 

 

2.2.3 Satellite Services 

 

Satellite services solve the deficit from other communication infrastructures due that they 

are always present even when the other fail.  These services compliment the catalog of 

solution as a pure means of communication and/or as a backup solution.  Additionally, this 

service can be offered regardless of the geography, the distance to the nodes (points of 

connectivity) or the plants and are rapidly deployable services.  TIWS catalog offers: 

 VSAT-IP: Access to broadband via satellite with connectivity to internet, to VPNs 

and to backup solutions. 

 Backhaul Cellular Satellite: Satellite solution to mobile networks.  It offers the 

possibility of coverage expansion and sturdiness of network. 

 MoviSat: Transportable communication and mobile satellite service, land and sea, 

which offers broadband IP connectivity and voice service anywhere in the world. 

 SCPC: Connectivity service with guaranteed bandwidth that allows different types 

of connections (poin-to-point and point-to-multipoint) and uses (circuits, voice, 

backup, trunks and IP) 

 Distribution: One-way satellite links that are used for dissemination of information, 

weather it is data or audio, to an unlimited number of receptors located within the 

satellite coverage beam. 

 

2.2.4 Corporate Services 

 

Corporate services are aimed to satisfy multinationals as the end costumer providing end to 

end service with the best quality of service parameters on the market in order to expand 
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their presence relying on the capabilities and global reach of the Telecom Group.  The 

broad service portfolio TIWS offers to multinationals include: 

 Data Services:  

o VPN MPLS: It facilitates the growth, integration and interoperability of 

communication of its internal customers.  It allows companies to generate 

safe internal communication between branches. 

o Global LAN E-line: Ethernet service provides point-to-point high quality 

links facilitating communications among the most demanding customer’s 

business headquarters.  This service is a perfect alternative for large 

bandwidth requirements and high performance. 

o Clear Channel: It offers point-to-point links with private bandwidths.  It is 

permanent, secure and bidirectional at an international level. 

 

 Voice Services:  The service provides transportation of wholesale termination 

minutes that help operators extend globally the networks of corporate voice of 

each of their clients.  It is designed for retail suppliers or operators that provide 

end-to-end managed services.  Security and privacy are quality factors of this 

service. 

 

 Integration Services 

o Corporate LAN/WLAN: It´s a service that enables operators to outsource 

LAN and WLAN services of their end customers through the supply, 

installation and maintenance of the equipment. 

o Desktop Outsourcing: Provides to clients the ability to outsource 

acquisition, installation and maintenance tasks both of the informatics 

equipment and of any commercial software associated with the job 

position.  It includes service to the equipment localized in the customer 

premises such as printers, plotters, servers, etc. 

 

 Collaborative Services: 

o Telepresence: This is the door to the world of innovation and latest 

technology of TIWS.  To the other side, the close communication without 

distance barriers through the recreation of natural surroundings is found. 

 

2.2.5 Mobility Services 

 

With these services, TIWS will facilitate the operation in terms of management, negotiation 

and signing of trade agreements, being an intermediary between other carriers and the 

customer.  Within this category of services lie: 
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 MMS Relay Service: Manages integrally every aspect of the multimedia messages 

weather it´s in the technical, network, operative, service or contractual area.  It 

establishes relationships between the international carriers for the transfer of mms. 

 Roaming WLAN: It gives wireless internet access to the clients to access from 

abroad as if they were at home. 

 Dual IMSI Service:  It is the best coverage for roaming out services for mobile 

operators.  It brings an immediate roaming coverage solution overpassing the 

limitations of the present roaming bilateral agreements increasing their coverage 

continuously.  

 SMS Hub: It´s a solution that allows the disposition of a wide international 

coverage for the exchange of SMS A2P and P2P with the facility of billing, security 

and reporting. 

 GEM:  This service is oriented to corporations and allows them to manage an 

enterprise via SMS A2P to their final clients in a centralized and automatized 

manner with a capacity of SMS termination in any cellular, from any operator in 

any country of the world. 

 Steering of Roaming: Is an effective tool used to increase the benefits of roaming 

out traffic through the redirection of such traffic to the networks in which an 

operator has the best tariffs.  With these tools, the operator will improve its 

negotiation power while increasing client satisfaction. 

 Welcome SMS: It´s the service in charge of sending a customized welcoming sms 

by country to end users of the client operator when they are registered in a foreign 

network.  It is a marketing tool that allows the establishment of communication 

with the roamers out. 

 

2.2.6 Innovative Services 

 

TIWS is strongly compromised with the innovation and the development of its products 

and services.  With this strategic objective it keep innovating in order to evolve and 

improve communication services so as to take care of the constant demands of this 

dynamic sector.  The following services are the latest developments: 

 Global Delivery:  A CDN is a collaborative collection of network elements that 

expands through internet, where the content is replicated by different mirror 

servers in order to allow the submission of content to final users in a transparent 

and efficient way.  The company´s CDN is based on its own technology and is 

especially suited for the distribution of video and designed from scratch with the 

client operator´s network in mind. 

 CCM: It´s the answer of TIWS to the multinational clients in order to deploy an 

effective strategy for the management of telecom expenses.  It is an IT based 

service provided by TIWS in a centralized way.  Its purpose is to allow users to 

make an analysis of their expenses in the telecommunication business by importing 
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billing data from billing system operators, transforming and adding this information 

in order to offer the end client an integral and comprehensive set of analysis tools. 

 P4P Solutions: It’s an efficient, flexible and cooperative solution used to optimize 

the generated traffic applications, especially of P2P traffic, allowing the 

improvement of cooperation between applications and network suppliers.  Besides 

that, it allows network suppliers to obtain an efficient usage of their resources in 

order to satisfy the application requirements, reduce costs (both investment and 

infrastructure operative costs) and increase income. 

 Apollo: This service provides a precise and detailed information about P2P traffic.  

The reports generated by Apollo are sent to the clients through a web application.  

The access to the reports, require from the customer´s side, only a web application.  

It is provided as an application that is sent and operated by TIWS, using its 

infrastructure, so the deployment does not require any software or application in 

the ISP’s office 
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3. Telecommunication’s Voice Service 

 

In order to better understand what this MT thesis concerns, first it is important to describe 

what the Voice Service is about.  In the telecommunications business, the voice service 

refers to the traffic of minutes between one place to another that will end up in what we 

know to be a call.  There are different ways of transporting this traffic which can be 

through VoIP, Hybird of Cloud & Point-point services, and Point-to-point. 

 

3.1 Point-to-Point 

 

Point-to-point encompasses the delivery of traffic through physical cable infrastructure 

through which the minutes travel.  In this case, TIWS has a network structure that 

connects Europe with North and South America (Tier 1).   Not only that, the Group 

increases its connectivity points and international destination terminations through 

interconnections with local operators in different parts of the world, being able to 

terminate calls in more than 900 destinations in 230 territories throughout the world.   

Point-to-point traffic can be of different natures.  The simplest one, just as an introduction 

to how the voice service works, and the one described in this chapter is as follows: 

When operators want to exchange traffic from one country to the other, they share the 

cable in which the traffic is transferred back and forth.  For example, in figure 6, operator 

A from Spain sends traffic to operator B from Italy to finish the call in a number in Italy.  

Normally, most of the cable that this traffic goes through in provided by the operator in 

Spain, and only the termination cable, that is the one that permits those minutes to enter 

into Italy and which constitutes what is called “the last mile” is provide by Italy.  For this 

reason, strategically, interconnections are made with operators from different countries, 

just so that traffic can be terminated (entered) in those countries. 
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Figure 4 Terminal Traffic (The author) 

3.2 VoIP 

 

Now-a-days it is each time more common to use VoIP to make this transfer of minutes, 

which is cost-less, sometimes is for free, but does not give a high quality service.  Statistics 

show a clear growth of this service, not only in terms of access lines, but also revenues.  

From 2010 to 2011, the access lines of this service increased from 30 to 39 million with 

increments in revenues from 5 to 6 billion USD.  By 2013 it is forecasted to be double 

(table 1) (Communications, 2010). 

 
 

 VoIP Access lines (millions) Gross Revenues ($ billion) 

2010 31 5 

2011 39 6 

2012 49 7.5 

2013 60 9.5 
Table 1 Forecast VoIP Service 2010 – 2013 (Communications, 2010) 

 

A clear example of this type of service is Skype.  On Skype you can connect to other Skype 

users for free and have calls and video conferences without paying.  On Skype, you can as 

well call to fixed phone lines or mobile numbers for a modest amount of money.  This 

service has made Skype a key player in the voice business and clear threat to traditional 

voice service providers.  Statistics show that in the first half of 2010, Skype users made 6.4 

billion minutes of calls to landlines and mobiles as opposed to 88.4 billion minutes of Sky-

to-Skype calls (Skype, 2010).  

In comparison to traditional traffic, it was recorded in 2009 that Skype´s total share of the 

voice market was 12% (figure 5) with a total of 54 billion of minutes in comparison to 406 

billion of the traditional service (TeleGeography, 2010) and continuously increasing, which 

brings the traditional service providers to a risk. 
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Figure 5 Skype vs. Traditional share of traffic 2009 (The author) 

 

 

3.3 Hybrid 

 

Other voice traffic providers use a hybrid of normal telecommunication infrastructure and 

internet based applications.  This is called cloud service – it “signifies abstraction of 

technology, resources and its location that are very vital in building integrated computing 

infrastructure (including networks, systems and applications)” (Wikipedia, Cloud 

Computing, 2012).  Cloud Service was introduced in the 1990s by telecommunication 

companies in order to balance their overall network bandwidth and reduce costs to deliver 

the voice service and later other ones.  This changed point-to-point translation of traffic to 

VPNs.  Now-a-days as it was expressed before, there are many cases of hybrid 

infrastructure as it can be seen in Figure 6, in which the cloud, in conjunction to point-to-

point service delivers traffic to end users.  One of the major disadvantages, however, is that 

the voice service must function strictly on time regardless of the availability of the system 

load that the cloud provides, decreasing therefore the quality of the service.  On the other 

hand, however, the cloud offers lower costs, making the hybrid be a more competitive 

option as opposed to direct point-to-point service. 

 

12%

88%

Traffic Share

Skype Traditional
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Figure 6 Mobile Cloud Services (The author) 
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4. Wholesale Voice Service 

 

The wholesale voice service is as its name suggests the gathering of traffic from different 

destinations that will end up in one or even many other destinations.  Weather it is for 

selling or buying, Telecom´s broad network of interconnections with many operators 

around the world, offers the possibility of network expansion to its clients with termination 

services to third parties without the need of having to extend their infrastructure.  Not only 

that, but this possibility allows Telecom´s clients to reduce the time of the interconnection 

and infrastructure costs of physical network. 

The discipline of this exchange of traffic between operators at the wholesale level basically 

works in three different manners.  The first scenario is depicted in figure 7, where the 

Telecom Group (operator A) in Spain, which in this case is the wholesale player, receives 

traffic from other operators (C-Mexico, D-Ghana & E-Pakistan) and then transfers and 

ends them in a final destination through an operator in that destination, in this case Italy 

(operator B).  This does not mean that the last operator keeps all the traffic, what it means 

is that this traffic doesn´t get distributed to other operators as it is the case of scenario 2, 

but instead just gets distributed at the retail level to each end customer which can be any 

person´s mobile or fixed number.   

 

 

Figure 7 Wholesale traffic exchange Scenario 1 (The Author) 
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In scenario 2, depicted by figure 8, the Telecom Group sends minutes from its own 

country to send to different destinations through an intermediary operator B.  In this case, 

the wholesale player is operator B, because he gathers not only traffic from the Telecom 

Group, but also to others unknown to the Telecom Group and then distributes the 

wholesale traffic to the different destinations of interest through partner operators in those 

destinations.  Then, these partner operators (F-Albania, G-India & H-Thailand) distribute 

it at the retail level to each of its final customers. 

 

 

Figure 8 Wholesale traffic exchange Scenario 2 (The Author) 

 

However, scenario 3, is the most complex and most utilized practice of exchanging 

wholesale traffic from and to different destinations and will be better explained in the next 

section. 
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4.1 Hubbing 

 

The hubbing business as the name describes it is the ability to be able to expand a network, 

in this case in the exchange of voice minutes. 

To have a better idea and understand better how the hubbing voice business functions, it is 

better to refer to figure 9.  In this case, figure 9 shows how the Telecom Group (operator 

A) gathers traffic from different operators in other countries (C-Mexico, D-Ghana & E-

Pakistan) that will end up in specific destinations but that are not terminated by operator A.  

This traffic then gets transferred to operator B, who at the same time gathers more traffic 

from other operators unknown to the Telecom group, and then, operator B transfers and 

ends the whole traffic to different operators (F-Albania, G-India & H-Thailand) according 

to the destination of interest.  Then these operators finish the traffic at the retail level to 

their final customers. 

 

 

Figure 9 Wholesale traffic exchange Scenario 3 (The Author) 

 

In order to understand scenario 3/figure 7 better I will explain it in a more detailed manner 

in terms of routes.  Operators C-Mexico, D-Ghana & E-Pakistan want to send traffic to 

destinations Albania, India and Thailand through operators in their countries respectively 

F, G and H.  But unfortunately, they don´t have the physical network and infrastructure to 
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conduct and transfer that traffic themselves, but they do have a business agreement with 

the Telecom Group which they know can finish their traffic to the already mentioned 

destinations.  However, the Telecom Group, does not have the physical network and 

infrastructure to pass this traffic to the wanted destinations either (about which the 

previous operators do not know about, they only know their traffic is going to arrive to the 

final destination), but they do have a contract agreement with operator B in Italy who can 

either anonymously pass this traffic to other operator or operators that can create the path 

with their infrastructure to transfer these minutes, or, they can themselves transfer it, 

without forgetting that the “last mile” which is the last part of the cable to enter into that 

country of interest (destination) is always provided by the ending operator.  At the same 

time, operator B in Italy gathers traffic to these destinations from other operators that are 

unknown to everyone else.   

As it can be seen in figure 9 and as it has been explained here, the wholesale voice business 

is all a chain of transfer and exchange of minutes from and to destinations that will end up 

in a final call to a final customer.  The reason to gather minutes and use different operators 

in a chain to transfer this traffic is to reduce costs on investment of infrastructure as well as 

reaching more and more destinations in the globe with a more competitive price and 

quality. 

 

4.2 Portfolios 

 

The Telecom group has voice interconnection with 149 operators around the world.  They 

are divided into 21 portfolios according to their geographical positioning, and weight in 

terms of revenues.  The portfolio managers are denominated V4 or V3 according to the 

portfolio they are managing.  V4 managers are the holders of the accounts and oversee and 

direct the heavy customers.  Their portfolios are denominated with a number as it can be 

seen in figures 10 & 11.  On the other hand, V3 managers are in charge of smaller 

customers and give support to the V4 managers and their portfolios.  Their accounts are 

denominated with an S prefix plus the number of the V4 manager to which they give 

support as it can be seen in figure 10.  Not all the portfolios have a V4 and V3 manager.  

Some only have a V4 as it can be seen in figure 11 
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Figure 10 Portfolio Division V4 & V3 managers (The Author) 

 

Figure 11 Portfolio Division V4 managers only (The Author) 

  

Both figures 10 & 11 illustrate the division of the all customers into each portfolio except 

for the portfolios this MT focuses on. 

This MT focuses however in portfolios EMEA 4, S4, 22 & S22.  These portfolios are 

composed mainly of African and Middle East countries with the exception of EMEA 22 

due to strategic reasons, and are explained in detailed in figure 12. 
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Figure 12 Portfolio Division (MT focus) (The Author) 

 

4.3 Profile of the operators 

 

As it was mentioned before in this chapter, The Telecom Group has business with over 

149 Telecom operators in different parts of the world both for physical (infrastructure), 

political and economic strategic reasons.  This offers the group a connection and entrance 

to many different countries, creating routes that do not only serve first hand to the group, 

but which are also of utility to all its customers.  The Telecom Group strategically makes 

business and interconnects with operators that have the exclusivity of entry into a specify 

country in which the Telecom Group does not have reach, which has political restrictions 

or in which they see economic potential.  In contrast, The Group also makes business of 

interconnectivity with operators that offer destinations at low prices due to the ownership 

of the infrastructure.  Not only that, but economically speaking, The Group interconnects 

with operators that promise high revenues to the company due to the destinations of 

interest that The Group can offer to them. 
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4.4 Business of the Company in the Wholesale Service 

 

As reported in 2011 financial reports, the Telecom Group reported a total income of 358,2 

million € with a margin of 191,7 million € with a total volume of 10,3 billion of minutes for 

the hubbing business.  Out of which 631,6 million of minutes generating and income 21,9 

million € came from the portfolios this MT focuses on with a margin of 191,7 million €.  In 

detail, EMEA 4 gathered a volume of 28,8 million of minutes creating an income of 2,5 

million € and margin of 1,4 million €.  On the other hand, its sub-portfolio EMEA S4 

collected 3,9 million of minutes generating an income of 184,8 thousand € with a margin of 

25,1 thousand €.  The other primary portfolio studied in this MT, EMEA 22 obtained a 

total volume of 594,6 million of minutes producing an income of 18,8 million € with a 

profit of 10,1 million €.  Conversely, its sub-portfolio EMEA S22 acquired 4,3 million of 

minutes making an income of 365,9 thousand € and a profit of 220,5 thousand €.  Table 2 

shows a summary. 

 

 EMEA 4 EMEA S4 EMEA 22 EMEA S22 
The Telecom 

Group 

Volume 
(minutes) 

28.820.146 3.907.058 594.642.191 4.307.520 10.309.773.685 

Income (€) 2.596.657 184.818 18.841.090 365.963 358.242.233 

Margin (€) 1.439.128 25.162 10.134.058 220.583 191.731.607 
Table 2 Financial Figures 2011 (The Telecom Gruop, 2012) 

 

As it can be observed in Table 3 the goals for the group as a whole as well as for each 

portfolio in 2012 have decreased compared to the ones in 2011.  This is due to two 

reasons: The global economic situation and the increment of alternative voice services that 

are cheaper as it was explained in Chapter 3.  The purpose of this master thesis as it has 

been expressed before is to create synergies between these portfolios in order to maximize 

their potential for the return in terms of volume, income and revenues. 

 EMEA 4 EMEA S4 EMEA 22 EMEA S22 
The Telecom 

Group 

Volume 
(minutes) 

23.654.579 9.438.029 513.538.362 4.387.347 8.695.056.566 

Income (€) 1.191.534 677.694 16.593.532 294.199 286.920.875 

Margin (€) 414.016 373.289 8.900.255 186.674 166.027.097 
Table 3 Projection Financial Figures 2012 (The Telecom Group, 2012) 
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5. Problem Delineation  

 

The approach in which the voice customers are divided into portfolios as it was depicted in 

the previous chapter creates an issue with the transparency of their key information to 

other account managers and their portfolios.  This chapter focuses on the delineation of 

the portfolio visibility problem in detail. 

 

In order to be able to identify the key factors in terms of information that would be 

important to share in order to increment the business and to see where the problem lies, it 

is important to analyse the following process diagram and decision making trees. 

It is essential to be able to recognize how the sale process works in order to have a better 

understanding of the decision making trees.  As it can be seen in figure 13 the process has 

three important players, one external and two internals in order to complete the sale 

process.  Firstly, the customer gives/asks information to the portfolio manager who has to 

consult the marketing department before making a decision.  Then the marketing 

department analyses the situation and communicates back with the portfolio manager the 

best decision.  At last, the portfolio manager transfers back this information to the 

customer.  

 

 

Figure 13 Process Diagram (The Author) 
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5.1 Problem Analysis 

 

There are four basic different scenarios for making business with customers.  The first 

scenario can be observed in figure 14 (See legend for process maps in Appendix).  In this 

case, the customer asks the portfolio manager for a specific destination price in which he is 

interested and states the target price and volume he is planning to send on a monthly basis.  

The portfolio manager then first checks within his portfolio customers to see if that 

destination is offered.  If it is, then he has a base price to start with.  Weather the 

destination does or doesn´t exist, he then has to go to the marketing department. The 

representative in the marketing department then asks if there exists a price in his portfolio 

and then checks in the database which customer from any other portfolio offers the best 

price, makes a decision and then communicates it to the portfolio manager, who then 

communicates it back to the customer.  If the customer then accepts this price, he contacts 

the portfolio manager again and the creation of business to that specific destination begins. 

 

 

Figure 14 Scenario 1 (The Author) 

 

The second scenario is depicted in figure 15 where a customer, instead of asking, offers a 

competitive price to a specific destination to the portfolio manager.  In this case the 

portfolio manager passes on directly the information to the marketing representative.  The 

marketing representative then revises how much traffic is being sent to that destination, 

through which customer and at what rate.  He then analyses if that traffic is committed to 

any other customer or not and if the offered price is convenient.  If the traffic happens to 

be committed, then they cannot take it away and send it to the new customer, therefore the 

portfolio manager communicates to the client that he does not have any traffic to send.  If 
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this traffic is not committed, then the portfolio manager contacts the client and arranges to 

send this traffic at the offered price and new business starts. 

 

Figure 15 Scenario 2 (The Author) 

 

Scenarios three and four are just a consequence of one and two respectively.  Since the 

exchange of traffic is a mutual business, when a customer sends traffic to The Telecom 

Group he expects traffic in return that will be matched in revenues.  That is when scenario 

three appears in the decision making process.   

After the customer has agreed to send traffic to a specific destination through The 

Telecom Group as it was shown in figure 16, he asks in return to which destination is The 

Telecom Group able send traffic.  The decision process that encompasses this scenario is 

depicted in figure 16.  The customer asks the portfolio manager how much traffic and to 

which destination (one or more of the one he proposes) is he going to send traffic in return 

for the one the customer is already sending.  The portfolio manager contacts the marketing 

department representative to see if there is any traffic being sent to any of those 

destinations.  Then, the marketing department representative revises how much traffic and 

to which of those destinations is being sent.  He also reviews if any traffic is committed to 

another customer and tries to set the best buying price possible.  Then this decision is 

communicated back to the portfolio manager and to the customer, who then determines if 

the proposition being done is acceptable in terms of volume and price.  If he doesn´t 

accept then the same process and negotiation start again, if he does, then the negotiation is 

finished and the transfer of traffic begins.  
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Figure 16 Scenario 3 (The Author) 

 

Scenario four appears as a consequence of scenario two and can be seen in figure 17.  In 

this case, it is the manager who first contacts the customer to ask which destinations is the 

customer interested in.  Then the customer sends the portfolio manager a list of the 

destinations and his target price to each with an estimate of the amount of volume he 

would be able to send per month.  The portfolio manager consequently consults directly 

the marketing department representative to revise which target rates can be matched based 

on costs, therefore being able to offer those destinations to the customer.  After analysis, 

the marketing department representative communicates to the portfolio manager which 

targets were able to be matched and specifies the best price that can be given for the 

destinations which targets couldn´t be accorded.  The portfolio manager then 

communicates this decision to the customer, the customer then decides which destinations 

he will be sending traffic to – can be both destinations which targets were matched or 

others that weren´t but that according to the customer the price was nevertheless a good 

offer – and then he communicates this deliberation back to the portfolio manager.  Once 

this is done the transfer of traffic and therefore the business begins. 
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Figure 17 Scenario 4 (The Author) 

 

5.2 Key Information Factors  

 

Due to the study conducted in the previous section of this chapter, it was possible to 

identify key information factors that define the problem: if these factors were visible and 

shared between all the portfolios, it could make the trade of traffic easier and would 

increase the business in terms of volume, revenues and margins not only for a specific 

portfolio, but also for the Telecom Group as a whole. 

 

5.2.1 Volume 

 

As it was expressed in the decision making trees, when an operator sends traffic to a 

destination through The Telecom Group, he expects in return more or less the same 

amount of traffic to another destination and vice-versa.  If the Telecom Group was to send 

an operator a large amount of traffic, he would expect in return about the same amount of 

traffic to a destination in which they have access to.  If the information about destinations 

of interest of all the portfolio customers was to be shared, the volume to a specific 

destination could be aggregated and sent only through one customer obtaining in return 

the around the same amount of traffic from that operator to a destination offered by The 

Group. 

There is, however, other information about the customers that is less obvious, but none 

the less is strategically key information to know customer´s necessities and position in 
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order to be able to offer them destinations of their interest.  For example, if a country A 

has a big migration of population to country B, then it would be strategically competent to 

offer an operator from country A a destination in country B.  In the same manner, it is 

strategically essential to know a country´s political and legal position in order to intelligently 

carry the operations with them.  For these reasons, it is imperative to conduct a PESTEL 

analysis of the customers in order to identify who are the key players in each portfolio and 

be able to engage closely in business with them.  This analysis will be conducted in chapter 

9. 

 

5.2.2 Revenues & Profits 

 

As a consequence of increasing the sent and therefore the returned volume, the revenues 

will increase as well.  The more traffic The Group sends to an operator weather it is for a 

single or multiple destinations, the more they will get in return.  The positive matter is that 

when revenues increase, profits can increase as well.  This is an strategic decision the 

portfolio manager has to do.  If the portfolio manager proposes low cost destinations to 

the operator who has to send return traffic, the price offered for these destinations would 

be very competitive and attractive to the customer, and at the same time, will create a 

higher margin for the company. 

 

5.3 Deductions 

 

Both the lack of transparency of quantitative and qualitative strategic information causes a 

problem of isolation between portfolios which results in a barrier to increase business for 

the company as a whole.  The main problem lies in the visibility of customer´s information 

between portfolios and the strategic analysis of the profile of the operators.  Other issues, 

less vital lie within the setback the long process between different departments brings and 

the non-value added activity that the marketing department brings. 
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6. Research Queries 

 

 How can the non-value added activities identified in the problem delineation 

section be improved? 

 

 How can the visibility of customer portfolios be increased? 

 

 What type of synergies can be created in order to increase the business 

profitability? 

 

 What factors influence the creation of portfolios in the voice service in the 

telecommunication’s industry? 

 

 How is it possible to analyse each customer qualitatively 

 

 What are the benefits of creating synergies 

 

 How can these synergies be evaluated 
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7. Literature Research 

 

This chapter of the dissertation comprises an academic overview about synergies and 

customer portfolio management in order to develop a beneficial empirical case.  In this 

section, theories about synergies and customer portfolio management are stated.  In the 

first section of this changer two types of general synergies are described plus a typology on 

cross business synergies is identified.  An evolution about project portfolio management 

and customer relationship management deliver a good basis in literature for customer 

portfolio management theories which are described in the second part of this chapter. 

 

7.1 Synergies: An introduction 

 

Synergy as it is defined by investopedia is “the idea that the value and performance of two 

companies combined will be greater than the sum of the separate individual parts 

(Investopedia, Synergy, 2012) 

The idea of synergy has most commonly been used in literature and strategic management 

in the context of Mergers and Acquisitions – M&A, where companies either merge or 

acquire new ones in order to be able to grow rapidly without the necessity of creating a 

subsidiary, other child entity or utilizing a joint venture. 

The way the theory of synergies has evolved in literature over the years has been recorded 

under corporate strategy and diversification theories by (Goold & Luchs, 1993) (Klier, 

2008).  It started in the 1950s with the description of general management skills that gave 

rise to conglomerates.  Then it continued in the 1960s with the concept of strategy and 

strategy intents which highlighted performance problems with the conglomerates.  In the 

1970s portfolio planning techniques came into light followed by value based planning 

concepts in the 1980s.  Respectively, the first one focused on resource allocation problems 

and the lattest one in manageability problems and portfolio restructuring.  It wasn´t until 

the 1990s however, that the concepts of synergy, core competence and dominant logical 

came into the picture featuring the implementation of “core” portfolios.  Figure 18 

illustrates this history chronologically.  
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Figure 18 Chronological Evolution of Synergies (Goold & Luchs, 1993) 

 

7.1.1 Cost & Revenue Synergies 

 

The clearest and most utilized examples of synergies are cost and revenue synergies. 

Cost Synergy is defined by investopedia as “the savings in operating costs expected after 

two companies that complement each other´s strengths join” (Investopedia, Cost Synergy, 

2012).  In other words, when a synergy is created, operative costs are saved, and therefore 

this type of synergy is classified. 

On the contrary, revenue synergy “refers to the opportunity of a combined corporate entity 

to generate more revenue than its two predecessors stand-alone companies would be able 

to generate” (Wikipedia, Revenue Synergy, 2012).  For example, if company A produces a 

revenue of 2€ and company B a revenue of 3€, the logical mathematics would be that 

together, they would produce a revenue of 5€.  On the contrary, if A & B create a revenue 

synergy, the final revenue will be of more that 5€. 

In a study made by Rockwell Collins, it was revealed that companies foster better cost 

synergies rather than revenue synergies due to skepticism from directors to be able to 

convince executives of the merit of the deal (Rockwell Collins, 2006) 

The corporate board strategy at Rockwell Collins analyzed the conventional process used 

to asses revenues synergies and proposed a new framework.  In the new framework, 

Rockwell Collins leverages more detailed sources of information from the bottom up to 

improve the accuracy of the revenue synergy’s forecast.  Figure 19 illustrates this change. 
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Figure 19 Revenue Synergy Assessment Framework. (Rockwell Collins, 2006) 

 

The vice president of Acquisitions then deduced that capturing revenue synergies in the 

form of the operating plan would make executives more willing to support higher valuation 

as it hits the operating plan consistently. 

The study then concluded with a couple of key propositions to improve executive 

confidence in revenue synergy assessment, drive line-item-level evaluation by sales force 

experts, then directly link sales team goals to synergy capture estimates.  The key 

propositions are as follows: 

 Leverage operational process to create line-item-level forecast of revenue synergies. 

 Use sales force knowledge to test the individual line-item synergy estimates and 

assign a probability of capture to improve the forecast’s accuracy. 

 Adjust sales force assessments of revenue synergies based on past experience in 

capturing similar sources of value in prior deals. 

 Embed each line-item revenue synergy assessment into that sales team or 

individual´s specific operational performance goals to increase probability of 

capture. 

 

7.1.2 Cross Business Synergies 

 

The first time the word synergy was introduced in strategic management was in 1965 by 

Igor Ansoff.  He used this term to describe that the outcome of the combination of two 
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parts as a whole is bigger than the summed outcome of each part individually. ( [2 + 2] = 5 

> [2] + [2] = 4 ) (Ansoff, 1965)  

Cross Business Synergies are “the value that is created and captured, over time, by the sum 

of the businesses relative to what it would be separately” (Martin & Eisenhardt, 2001)   

Even though there are evidences of cross-business synergies since the term was first 

defined, research in strategic business and organization has neglected their investigation 

directly. 

 It was not until 2008 that Sebastian Knoll developed a theory and framework on what 

cross business synergies are, in which practices can be found, and how they can be 

developed.  Knoll focuses and makes an advance in research on growth synergy 

opportunities based on a strategic concept of recombination of complementary resources 

such as: operative, financial, market power and general management resources, across 

businesses in order to go from an efficiency-oriented view that leads to cost-subadditivities 

(EOS), to growth-oriented view of corporate strategy that leads to revenue-

superadditivities which increases value to a company (Davis & Thomas, 1993) (Tanriverdi 

& Venkatraman, 2005) (Muller-Stewens & Knoll, 2006)  (Knoll, 2008) 

Cross business synergies create corporate advantages due to the ability that gives to a multi-

business firm to outperform its single-business competitors.  Multi-business firms have the 

ability to leverage the operative resources across their related businesses.  They “represent 

the difference between total cross business synergy potential and realization costs” 

(Campbell & Goold, 2000) 

Realization costs are divided then into direct and indirect costs according to Knoll.   

 Direct costs constitute: Coordination costs and controlling costs 

 Indirect costs represent: 

o Compromise costs: They can be generated when cross business 

collaboration leads to less favorable outcomes in one or more of the 

businesses involved (Porter, 1985) 

o Inflexibility costs: They can be engendered when the interdependencies that 

are made from the synergy reduces the flexibility of each individual firm 

involved (Porter, 1985) (Prahalad & Doz, 1998) (Eisenhardt & Galunic, 

2000) (Knoll, 2008). 

Corresponding with the previous definition, the presence of cross business synergies would 

be valid if the Net Present Value (NPV) of the combined firms is greater to that of the 

individual firms.  Therefore, every cross-business or portfolio activity that increases the 

NPV of the combined firm leads to a cross business synergy (Knoll, 2008), however, there 

exists the possibility that after creating the synergies, the value of the overall corporation 

will not be greater than the value of each business or portfolio by itself. 

The influence that cross business synergies have on corporations has been debated over 

the years and not recorded properly. Researchers debate if the horizontal relationships 
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between businesses (cross business synergies) have an effect on the overall corporate 

performance. 

However, some studies with improved sampling and enhanced statistical methods have 

advocated corporate effects of up to 18% (Roquebert, Phillips, & Westfall, 1996).  Table 4 

illustrates an overview of the most cited studies that confirm the effects of synergies on 

corporate performance. 

 

 

ARTICLE SAMPLE CORPORATE EFFECT 

Rumelt (1991) 
Manufacturing firms from 
1974 to 1977 

Little corporate effect 
found, business unit effects 
and industry effects account 
for 73% of explained 
variance 

Roquebert et al. (1996) 
Firms with at least two 
industry segments from 
1985 to 1991 

Existence of a corporate 
effect of up to 18% 

Bercerra (1997) 
Cross-industry sample from 
1991 to 1994 

Existence of corporate 
effect of up to 12% 

McGahan & Porter (1997) 
Cross-industry sample from 
1981 to 1994 

Corporate effect of up to 
12% but significant industry 
differences 

Brush, Bromily & 
Hendrix 1999 

Multi-business firms from 
1986 to 1995 

Corporate percentage 
matters as much or more 
than industry 

Anand & Byzalov (2007) 
Cross-industry from 1978 to 
1998 

43% of diversified firms 
systematically outperform 
the average of the group of 
focused firms 

Table 4 Recorded Literataure on the Effects of Synergies in Corporate Performance (Knoll, 2008) 

  

 

7.1.2.1 Sustainable Competitive Advantage from Cross Business Synergies 

 

In order for corporations to have competitive advantage they must have unique resources, 

whether physical or intellectual.  Synergistic resources need to be valuable, rare and/or 

difficult to imitate in order to give a sustainable competitive advantage to the corporations 

who create them.  

A resource is thought to be difficult to imitate if competitors who don´t own it faces 

difficulties either monetary, intellectual or timing wise in order to obtain it.  However, 

inversely to the previous statement, corporations can also have advantages from non-

specialized resources which are not rare neither difficult to imitate, nor desirable according 

to the resource-based view, but they produce a transaction advantage when the completion 
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of the synergy is completed (Grant, Contemporary Strategy Analysis: Concepts, techniques, 

applications, 2005) (Barney, 2007).  

Therefore, according to this theory, cross-business synergies contribute to a sustainable 

corporate advantage if the resources are unique or if they are not but produce a transaction 

advantage. 

 

7.1.2.2 Resource Based View 

 

According to David Lynch, sustainable competitive advantage comes by striving to 

exploiting the relevant resource of the individual organization when compared to other 

organizations (Lynch, 2009). 

The resource-based view lies primarily in the application of the bundle of valuable 

resources at the firm´s disposal (Wikipedia, Resource Based View, 2012)   

The resource analysis that gives competitive advantage according to this view can be 

observed in figure 20. 

 The peripheral resources are resources that are sometimes bought but can seldom 

give competitive advantage to the company. 

 Base Resources are common to many companies but useful to keep inside the 

company.  They comprehend skills, knowledge and resources that may deliver 

some competitive advantage to an organization but such advantage is unlikely to be 

as substantive as the main elements. 

 Core resources are unique to the company and the basis to its sustainable 

competitive advantage.  The precise combination of these resources is totally 

dependent on the distinctive structure of each organization. 

 Breakthrough resources at the top of the pyramid will bring a company a major 

strategic shift in an industry. 

However, and to the contrary of the resource based view, it is not essential to possess 

neither all the resources nor only the top ones.  As it has been explained before, even 

peripheral resources can bring competitive advantage to a company if they produce a 

transaction advantage when the completion of the synergy is completed 
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Figure 20 Resource Analysis According to the Resource Based View (Lynch, 2009) 

 

Isolation mechanisms are barriers that a firm can create in order to preserve their resources 

as inimitable ones.  These mechanisms can be corporate culture, managerial capabilities and 

corporate rights (Hooley & Greenley, 2005), however, ambiguity and strategy in the 

corporate culture such as tactiness - accumulated know-how, specificity – devotion of 

particular resources to specific activites and complexity – inter-relation of the key 

resources, is one of the best ways to preserve its resources because it creates an unclear 

image of what are the key factors that are making the company so competitive (Wernerfelt, 

1995) 

As a conclusion, the resource based view states that if resources are inimitable and unique 

to a company, they can provide a competitive advantage.  According to its framework, 

competitors cannot act as a threat unless they possess the same resources to perform at the 

same level and companies can create limitations to the threat of being imitated strategically 

in order to keep rivals from performing at the same level.  However, due to volatility of the 

contemporary markets, it is very difficult to keep existing resources and strategies unique to 

a company.  Due to this, it is very important for companies to focus on resources that can 

be continuously improved as part of their competitive advantage, as well as create a culture 

strategy that will be impossible to imitate. 

 

7.1.3 Typologies of Cross Business Synergies 

 

The concept of synergies and its classification has been found in literature under various 

contexts especially under financial and corporate strategy.  This section, however, 
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emphasizes the focus on cross business synergies that provide a corporate advantage in the 

strategic management area. 

Theoretically speaking, “grounded typologies of cross-business synergies are largely absent 

from the literature” (Knoll, 2008).  Some people like (Ansoff, 1965) classify sales, 

operating, investment and managerial synergies as cross business synergies.  However, for 

the first time in literature, Knoll delineates and describes four types of cross business 

synergies as it can be seen in figure 21.  Based on the ideas of people such as (Ansoff, 

1965) (Porter, 1985) (Barney, 2007), who consider that by leveraging resources in a firm, 

such as operative and financial primarily, a firm can reach a high competitive advantage 

over others. 

 

 
Figure 21 Cross Business Synergies Typology (Knoll, 2008) 

 

7.1.3.1 Operative Synergies 

 

Operative Synergies are created in order to leverage operative resources across multi-

business companies.  Operative resources represent the “tangible and intangible business 

level resources necessary for ongoing operations such as product knowledge, product 

components and production plants” (Knoll, 2008), depending on the industry, the 

organization itself and how it is positioned in the market. 

This typology of synergy is classified into efficiency and growth synergies. 

Efficiency synergies can result from the advantages that multi-businesses have from sharing 

similar operative resources.  They are called efficiency because the main aim when creating 

this type of synergies is to combine the resources available to reduce costs.  According to 

(Panzar & Willig, 1981) this can be related to Economies of Scope, where “it is less costly 

to combine two or more product lines in one firm that to produce them separately”, or 

where resources can be reused in more of one operation. 
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A common strategy for achieving efficiency synergies is concentrating selected value chain 

activities across businesses (Porter, 1985) (Collis & Montgomery, 2006) (Barney, 2007). 

On the other hand, growth synergies are regarded as profitable growth advantages that 

originate from the dynamic combination and transferring of complementary operative 

resources across multi businesses firms in order to capture market opportunities rather 

than from the static sharing of similar resources in order to increase their utilization, as it is 

the case of efficiency synergies (Knoll, 2008). 

There are four different strategies that can be applied in order to achieve growth synergies.  

Figure 22 shows each of them in the specific sequence with the intention of creating a 

corporate growth path (Knoll, 2008). 

 

 
Figure 22 Corporate Growth Path: Timing of Growth Synergies (Knoll, 2008) 

 

Growth synergies can emerge from the joint diversification of businesses into new markets 

through the increment of sales and profits from such businesses.  This occurs when 

businesses which form part of the synergy combine resources and competencies in order to 

develop innovative offers and generate a new market. 

According to (Kim & Mauborgne, 2005), the joint creation of new markets generate new 

spaces – blue oceans – that at the same time are sources of growth synergies and who at 

the same time produce high rates of return. 

It is evident that there are differences between efficiency and growth synergies.  The most 

noticeable is the fact that the first one uses similar resources while the second one 

compliments its already existing resources in order to generate competitive advantage to 

the company.  In a study made by (Tanriverdi & Venkatraman, 2005), they showed that 
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product, customer and managerial knowledge are complementary resources and measure a 

significant market and accounting based corporate performance effect if these resources 

are exploited simultaneously across businesses. 

In table 5 a summarization of Knoll´s study can be found where he compares both the 

efficiency and growth synergies.  

 

 EFFICIENCY SYNERGIES GROWTH SYNERGIES 

Primary Effect Increased efficiency Increased revenues 
Conceptualization in 

strategic 
management 

Cost subadditivities (economies 
of scope) 

Revenues superadditivities 

Primary Value Driver Operational efficiency Customer utility, innovation 

Realization 
Mechanism 

Concentration or transfer of 
similar resources across 

businesses 

Combination of 
complementary resources 

across businesses 

Primary Focus 
Internal focus on similarities in 

value chain functions 

External focus on 
customers and markets to 

spot combination 
opportunities 

Level of Dynamism 
Static: Sharing of resources over 

long periods of time 

Dynamic: Combination of 
resources to exploit 

temporary opportunities 

Examples 
Central shared services, shared 
sales force, central production 

plant 

Cross-business solutions, 
new products from 

combined resources across 
businesses 

Table 5 Comparison of Efficiency and Growth Synergies (Knoll, 2008) 

 
Operative synergies create a corporate advantage over the use of its unique resources 

weather they are tangible or intangible.  They are also a source of transaction agency 

advantages over the resources that are not unique due to its transaction advantages over the 

market.  Latterly, weather the operative synergy is efficient or growing the matter is how 

well a company uses its resources to create competitive advantage. 

 

7.1.3.2 Market Power Synergies 

 

Market power synergies are creating performance advantages to multi firms from the 

leverage of market power across their businesses (Knoll, 2008).  This type of synergies can 

be achieved through four different strategies: (1) predatory pricing, (2) bundling, (3) 

reciprocal buying and selling and (4) mutual forbearance.  These synergies reduce the level 

of competition in the market to organizations, granting them a better positioning. 
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Predatory pricing is the ability to use profits from one or more of the businesses within the 

synergy in order to allow another one to sell bellow market price in order to drive more 

specialized competitors out of the market.  One example is for instance telecommunication 

companies who sell voice services below cost in order to create a competitive advantage, 

and compensates it with profits from other service. 

Bundling is the extension of monopoly power from one of its businesses translated into 

another business by means of selling the products together.  An example that (Barney, 

2007) states in his article Gaining and Sustain Competitive Advantage is the one of 

explorer web browser included in the Windows operating system.  According to him, this 

move significantly weakened Netscape´s initial leadership in this market. 

Reciprocal buying and selling on the other hand is taking the benefit from the buying and 

selling relationships that one business in the synergy has with its suppliers in order to create 

potential customers for other of the businesses. (Grant, 2005) expressed that this type of 

strategy is greater in emerging market countries who are dominated by few large 

conglomerates. 

Mutual forbearance is “the ceding of control of one product or geographic market to a 

competitor in exchange for that competitor´s acquiescence in another market.  This may 

occur when two or more competitors, operating in multiple common markets, have 

sufficient resource endowments to pose a credible threat to each other.  Recognizing the 

possibility of mutual harm, they act to cooperate (Golden & Ma, 2003)   

Even though power market synergies seem very appealing and functional, they are difficult 

to achieve duet to some restrictions, as it is the case of predatory pricing and National 

Antitrust Laws that forbid the application of them.   

On the other hand, market power synergies can aid develop new markets across businesses 

out of the already existing offerings.  There are two types of joint market developments 

that can surge from these synergies: Joint development of new geographical market 

segments and the joint development of new market segments with common customers. 

Regrettably, the first three strategies and its examples can hardly be found in literature, 

since they haven´t really been identified as that, strategies.  Even more, empirical evidence 

is still to be tested to be a sign of proof for corporate performance improvement in cross 

business synergies and a source for competitive advantage. 

 

7.1.3.3 Financial Synergies 

 

Financial synergies are “performance advantages of multi business firms from leveraging 

financial resources across their businesses” (Knoll, 2008).  Financial synergies can give 

organizations four different types of advantages: (1) Reduction of corporate risk, (2) 

internal capital market, (3) tax advantages and (4) financial economies of scale. 
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Reduction of corporate risk means raising the organization´s overall risk capacity through 

the assembly of a portfolio with negative correlated cash flows and/or corporate 

management in order to obtain benefits from coinsurance effects and expand the 

willingness of the stakeholders to formulate specific investments that will be beneficial for 

the organization. 

Internal capital market encompasses the establishment of an internal capital market in 

order to originate “benefits that come from reduced financing costs, increased financial 

flexibility and higher quality capital allocation” (Knoll, 2008). 

Tax advantages can create a benefit to the organization if the tax liabilities in one or various 

businesses of the synergy are reduced by using losses and they are counterbalanced by 

profits in other businesses. 

Lastly, financial economies of scale are the reduction of transaction and flotation costs in 

the issuance of debt and equity securities. 

It has commonly been found in literature that financial synergies are not considered a 

source of competitive advantage but rather an investment that will lead to some form of 

competitive advantage through “increasing the willingness of stakeholders to make specific 

investments, reducing debt financing costs, increasing financial flexibility and exploiting 

transaction advantages” (Knoll, 2008).  Furthermore, it has been found that they are an 

important factor only to specific business models.  However, it has also been established 

that strategies that are based only on financial synergies are inferior to strategies that 

leverage several resources of cross business strategies. 

 

7.1.3.4 Corporate Management Synergies 

 

Corporate management synergies are synergies that create an advantage to the performance 

of an organization by leveraging corporate management capabilities transversely their 

businesses. 

A couple of theories in literature about corporate management synergies are present and 

suggest that these type of synergies give competitive advantage to organizations.  (Bowman 

& Helfat, 2001) suggest corporate synergies contribute to the dishonor of the scope of the 

firm, corporate and business goals, organizational climate, corporate planning and control, 

organization structure and core competencies.  Other scholars like (Hill & Jones, 2007) 

suggest that organization proficiencies “may increase the performance of corporate 

businesses relative to operating as single businesses” (Knoll, 2008). 

Corporate management synergies highlight three major organizational capabilities: (1) 

Entrepreneurial Capabilities, (2) capabilities in organizational design and (3) superior 

strategic capabilities.  These assets are to be found at corporate level (as its name indicates) 

of the organization but can also be applied at managerial level.  (Knoll, 2008) describes 
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various exemplary components of corporate strategic and corporate organization design 

capabilities in his study of Cross Business Synergies which are summarized in table 6. 

 

  

CAPABILITY EXEMPLARY COMPONENTS 

Corporate 

Strategic 

Capabilities 

 Formulation of vision, mission and long-term corporate strategy. 

 Definition of a corporate business model. 

 Identification of corporate value-adding opportunities. 

 Alignment of business portfolio with corporate value-adding 

opportunities. 

 Providing trend analysis and strategic foresight in strategy riviews. 

 Formulation of key strategic initiatives that drive and balance 

efficiency/growth and exploration/exploitation. 

 Allocation of capital. 

Corporate 

Organization 

Design 

Capabilities 

LEADERSHIP AND STYLE 

 Corporate-wide selection, training and retention of key talent. 

 Succession planning. 

 Appointment of business unit leaders. 

 Staffing of key management positions from corporate talent pools. 

 Establishment of performance enhancing corporate values/culture. 

 Alignment of leadership and style with corporate and business strategy. 

 Change management. 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

 Design/operation of strategic and financial planning systems. 

 Design/operation of corporate control and reward systems. 

 Design/operation of corporate initiative management systems. 

 Design of innovation management systems. 

 Establishment of a company-wide operating rhythm. 

 Alignment of systems with corporate and business strategy. 

STRUCTURE 

 Design of corporate structure. 

 Design of cross-business coordination mechanisms. 

 Design of clear and aligned decision rights. 

 Alignment of structures with corporate and business strategy. 

 Alignment of structures with changing opportunities and business needs 

(recombination of resources). 

Table 6 Exemplary Components of Corporate Capabilities (Knoll, 2008) 

 

(Grant, 2005), however, in his book Contemporary Strategy Analysis: Concepts, 

Techniques, Applications suggests that “some of the most important capabilities in 

influencing the performance of diversified corporations are general management 

capabilities located at the corporate level”.   He also suggests that even though “capabilities 

in technical know-how, new product development, and international marketing reside 

within the individual businesses, it is the corporate management capabilities and the 
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systems through which they are exercised that maintain, nourish, coordinate, and upgrade 

these competitive advantages”.  

Corporate management synergies according to (Knoll, 2008) are “the vertical relationship 

between the corporate center and the businesses”.  However, in an strategic point of view, 

they are very much alike operative synergies.  The difference lies in the fact that corporate 

management synergies acts vertically between corporate management and the rest of the 

businesses, while operative synergies act horizontally between businesses.  Table 7 

summarizes certain differences between one another. 

 

CORPORATE MANAGEMENT 
SYNERGIES 

OPERATIVE SYNERGIES 

Focus on the benefits from the vertical 

relationship between the corporate center and 

the individual businesses 

Focus on the benefits from the horizontal 
relationships between businesses. 

Focus on the fit between individual businesses 

and the skills of the corporate center 

Focus on the similarity and complementarity of 
resources along the value chains of the 
businesses. 

They both can be complementary.  For instance, organization design skills of corporate managers 

for supporting successful cross-business collaboration (corporate management synergies) help the 

organization´s businesses extract more value from similar and complementary resources (operative 

synergies). 

Table 7 Corporate Management vs. Operative Synergies (The Author) 

 

Weather corporate management capabilities are rare or not, they generate strategic 

advantages to the organization in the long term (rare capabilities) or short term (not rare 

capabilities).  What is a certainty is that weather these capabilities are rare or not, they are 

difficult to imitate. 

 

7.1.4 Conclusion about Cross Business Synergies 

 

The most current findings in cross business synergies have been made by (Knoll, 2008) 

where he concludes that: 

1. The current typology of cross business synergies provides new insights in corporate 

strategy which help identify opportunities for corporate value generation and high 

quality strategies.  Additionally, it offers a unifying view and common terminology 

to managers. 

2. The present typology focuses and makes evident the advantages from merging 

complementary resources across businesses (growth synergies) which by 

consequence gives users a source of corporate value which had previously been 

neglected due to the focus on cost subadditivities across businesses (efficiency 

synergies). 
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3. This modern typology also focuses on how corporate manager can raise the 

performance of the whole organization when creating synergies between businesses 

rather than when each business acts alone.   

 

7.1.5 Outcome of Synergy Creation 

 

Not only strategic advantage can be derived from the creation of synergies. 

When creating synergies, overall, growth of corporate advantage is created, but in the path 

there are other results of these combined collaborations as it is the case of joint component 

platforms.  Joint component platforms are intermediary modules that are used for the 

creation of end products for the different businesses involved in the synergy.  There is a 

record of two types of platforms: (1) Joint component platforms and (2) Joint product 

platforms. 

1. Joint component platforms are technical components or infrastructure which is 

used to produce products across businesses. 

2. Joint product platforms on the other hand are platforms in which different 

transitional products are based.  These transitional products are then finalized by 

the different businesses in the synergy into end products.  

Despite the fact that these platforms are regarded as means to reduce costs, it is each time 

more prominent the fact that they contribute to growth by means of synergies.  In 

conclusion, they enable more variety therefore higher levels of differentiation reducing the 

time to the market and increasing the rate of innovative offerings of the organization.  

 

7.2 Customer Portfolio Management: PPM & CRM 

 

7.2.1 Project Portfolio Management 

 

Project portfolio management is a term used by managers in order to “describe methods 

for analyzing and collectively managing a group of current or proposed projects based on 

numerous key characteristics” (Wikipedia, Project Portfolio Management, 2012) 

Project portfolio management can be described by four interdependent phases that are 

sequenced chronologically and in a cycle since the portfolio is being re-assessed and re-

adjusted continuously.  These phases can be observed in figure 23. 
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Figure 23 PPM Phases (Jonas, 2010) 

 

Portfolio structuring comprises the development of a strategy for portfolio and project 

selection.  It includes tasks such as strategic portfolio planning, evaluation of project 

proposals and the selection and prioritization of projects to set up the target portfolio 

derived from the company’s business strategy (Jonas, 2010) 

Resource management “is the efficient and effective deployment of an organization’s 

resources such as financial, inventory, human skills, production or information technology; 

when they are needed” (Wikipedia, Resource Management, 2012). The standpoint of 

resource management in PPM saves the portfolio manager from any type of issues outside 

the portfolio resource allocation (Engwall & Jerbrant, 2003). 

Portfolio steering includes all the activities that are needed in order to coordinate a 

portfoliio (Muller, Martinsuo, & Blomqvist, 2008).  Some of the tasks required in order to 

make a good PPM performance are monitoring the strategic alignment and resource 

utilization of the portfolio, as well develop corrective actions when this alignment is being 

deviated (Levine, 2005).  Furthermore, portfolio steering includes de coordination of 

projects across departments in order to be able to identify possible synergies between them 

(Loch & Kavadias, 2002) 

Value capturing happens at the end of a group of projects’ conclusion or after any single 

project cycle.  Some of the tasks involved are portfolio exploitation, organizational learning 

and guaranteeing and safeguarding project success (Jonas, 2010) 
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7.2.2 Customer Relationship Management 

 

Customer Relationship Management is a model that aids the management of an 

organization’s interactions with its clients.  It uses technology to organize, automate and 

synchronize business processes mainly in sales, marketing, customer service and technical 

support (Wikipedia, Customer Relationship Management, 2012) 

The main purpose of utilizing this model is to properly manage clients within an 

organization offering great quality service in order to retain the already existing ones and 

attract new ones. 

(Payne & Frow, A Strategic Framework for Customer Relationship Management, 2005) in 

their article “A strategic framework for customer relationship management” present the 

first conceptual framework for CRM suggesting relevant cross-functional activities.  

(Boulding, Staelin, Ehret, & Johnston, 2005) reaffirms that in fact cross-functional activities 

are needed and he describes some of the most important ones to be processes, people, 

operations and marketing capabilities.  

The framework that (Payne & Frow, A Strategic Framework for Customer Relationship 

Management, 2005) describe consists of five key CRM processes that can be observed in 

figure 24.  Alike the PPM process, CRM process should as well be considered to be a cycle 

and not a linear process. 
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Figure 24 CRM Process (Jonas, 2010) 

 

The strategy development process is based on the organization’s business strategy and 

customer strategy.  In order to develop the customer strategy it is necessary to evaluate 

current and future customer base as well as identify its segmentation (Lambert, 2010).  

Additionally, it is as well necessary to examine the industry and competition characteristics 

in order to secure a sustainable strategy (Payne & Frow, 2006).  Therefore this phase of the 

process provides customer prioritization and segmentation information for the project 

portfolio which severs as a basis for portfolio structuring, resource management and 

portfolio steering. 

Value creation phase of the process transforms the results obtained from the strategy 

development into suggestions to create value both for the customer and organization 

(Boulding, Staelin, Ehret, & Johnston, 2005).  The key elements that need to be 

distinguished in this phase are the value that the organization can create/extract for/from 

the customer and the lifetime value of the focus segments (Payne & Frow, 2005).  The 

information gathered in this stage reperesents a base criteria for portfolio structuring, 

resource management and value capturing rendering a successful customer strategy and 

link to PPM. 

Multichannel integration “ensures positive interactions with the customer and creates a 

single view of the customer in case the customer interacts with several channels” (Voss, 

2012). As a result it only encompasses minor interface to portfolio steering. 
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The information management process is focuses on the collection, processing and use of 

data related to the customers from all point of interaction linked to them in order to have a 

deep in extensive insight of the clients (Payne & Frow, 2005).  Information management, 

as well, helps leverage synergies in regard to a group of projects related to one customer 

and influences portfolio handling. 

Lastly, the performance assessment phase of the process is the one that identifies strategic 

alignment to CRMs goals and delivers information on future improvement opportunities 

(Payne & Frow, 2005).  In this phase information such as customer lifetime value, 

customer acquisition and retention costs is gathered.  This information results to be directly 

related to the joint value creation phase of the process (Boulding, Staelin, Ehret, & 

Johnston, 2005). 

 

7.2.2.1 Customer Satisfaction 

 

Customer satisfaction is an important asset to any organization and can be valued an 

maintained through CRM.  There are different views about customer satisfaction found in 

literature. 

(Morgan, Anderson, & Mittal, 2005) suggest that CS is a core strategic objective for any 

organization.  He advocates that a good management of CS enables the organization to 

achieve a higher understanding of the customers’ needs and therefore can respond more 

effectively and efficiently than the competitors.  Consequently, with this idea in mind, one 

can deduce that CS information in valuable as strategic input for the management of 

account relationship portfolio and can be used as an input for strategic decision making. 

(Sanzo, Santos, Vasquez, & Alvarez, 2003) on the other hand suggest that CS in the 

industrial sector involves principally two dimensions: economic and non-economic.  The 

economic aspect comprises technical and economical productivity measures such as 

volumes, profits, products and processes.  The non-economic component on the other 

hand embraces social and psychological measures. 

In order to conceal the stability of the customer relationships and in order to provide 

meaningful indications in terms of strategic reallocation of resources a matrix has been 

developed by (Gok, 2009) in order to enhance specific relationships to achieve future 

growth.  In this matrix, “strength of the relationships” is graphed along the CS scores of 

the customers that in order to see the “business potential” they have as it can be seen in 

figure 25. 
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Figure 25 RS-CS Matrix (Gok, 2009) 

 

Quadrant I: The customers positioned in this quadrant are customers that have established 

relationship with the supplier, in this case the organization offering its products or services 

and they present a profile of dissatisfaction with this relationship and can be considered as 

potentially being open to competitor’s offerings. 

Quadrant II: The customers who are found in this grid have been evaluated as less 

committed to the relationship and are categorized as “competitors-customers”.  This 

position reflects a sign of possible dishonesty for the future business relationship. 

Quadrant III:  In this case, the RS is highly perceived and evaluated by the organization’s 

managers, but unfortunately the CS with the business is still very low.  The satisfaction 

levels of these customers in relation to the relational aspects is very high, therefore, they are 

prospects to be loyal customers in the future, only if the satisfaction levels increase. 

Quadrant IV: The customers that are positioned in this part of the matrix are loyal 

customers since both their CS and RS are high.  These customers have therefore 

established and progressed relationships perceived by both parties. 

The maximization of relationship value for the customer through projects leads to average 

project success since the relationship value is positively related in part by CS (Lam, 

Shankar, Erramilli, & Murthy, 2004).  In turn, CS is positively related to customer loyalty 

which can positively influence the strategic fit, portfolio balance and future preparedness 

(Flint, Woodruff, & Gardial, 1997) (Voss, 2012) 

The relationship value can also be increased when a project with a customer is successfully 

completed therefore creating a propagation of a good reputation to other customers.  This 

in return provides easier access to other stakeholders and markets which in turn are needed 
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for project success in the future, therefore contributing to the dimension of future 

preparation.   

In conclusion, relationship value is positively related to project portfolio success. 

 

7.2.2.2 Managing Customer Portfolio through CRM 

 

Customer Relationship portfolio according to (Tikkanen & Alajoutsijarvi, 2002) is the 

“source of revenues and knowledge that facilitates an understanding of customer value 

creation and thus helps develop the company´s offerings”.  For instance, the fact that a 

project is completed successfully rends strength in the existing customer relationships and 

improves the potential for acquisition of new customers as well as attracts the possibility of 

the creation of new projects. 

(Payne & Frow, 2009) state that in order create shareholder value it is important to develop 

appropriate relationships with key customers based on the identification of appropriate 

business and customer strategies, acquisition and dissemination customer knowledge and 

the management of the co-creation of value. 

This is where CRM comes into play as an approach to collect and analyze information 

about the customers to increase their satisfaction and eventually improve the organization’s 

performance (Ernst H. , Hoyer, Krafft, & Krieger, 2011). 

 

7.2.3 Interfaces between PPM and CRM 

 

In regards to the PPM process, customer prioritization within the portfolio structuring 

phase, resource management and portfolio steering have a positive impact on relationships 

with strategic customers which generate an effect on relationship value for them (Voss, 

2012).  However, portfolio structuring seems to have a stronger effect on value creation. 

The integration strength between PPM and CRM varies according to the phases in each of 

the processes but it is PPM process that moderates the integration between PPM and 

CRM. 

The fact of integrating CRM into PPM gives a guideline to the consideration that customer 

portfolio should have in PPM decisions such as which projects to prioritize, which projects 

should be added or taken out of the portfolio and how to allocate resources among the 

projects (Voss, 2012). 

The following framework about the integration between PPM and CRM has only been 

recorded in literature.  It has only been presented once by Voss in his article “Impact of 

customer integration on project portfolio management and its success”.  Despite the fact is 
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a very clear framework, empirical work has yet need to be performed and recorded, 

nevertheless, it´s the only framework trace of this integration. 

 

 

Figure 26 Interface Framework between PPM and CRM (Voss, 2012) 

 

As it had been previously stated, in this integration, it is PPM that leads the incorporation 

of CRM into the framework therefore; it is the CRM phases that rend an impact into the 

PPM phases.   

In the case of the strategy development phase in the CRM process, it is customer 

prioritization strategy that dictates a basis on project prioritization for the portfolio 

(Homburg, Droll, & Totzek, 2008).  In the following phase resource management “is 

highly dependent on the outcome of the portfolio strategy process” (Voss, 2012).  In this 

case, the impact of CRM is greater in portfolio structuring rather than on resource 

management.  In the case of portfolio steering, the customer however, could be integrated 

with the purpose of re-prioritizing processes of the portfolio; yet, the actions represented in 

this phase depend on the level or prioritization that is given to the customer, making CRM 

integration even less relevant than in portfolio structuring.  During the last phase of the 

PPM process, value capturing, customer could be used as a source of innovation.  This 

stage, as well as portfolio structuring, is very relevant to creating relationship value. 

Customer integration into PPM reflects upon cross-functional viewpoints of both PPM 

and CRM, as well as in a cross-functional behavior regarding the level of interaction 

between marketing and PPM.  Cross-functional integration theories also consider social 

aspects of the organization. 

Functional Integration is “the establishment of mechanisms and links that facilitate the 

needed coordination of the activities of different functions to ensure that these functions 
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work together effectively to achieve the overall objectives of the organization” (Joshi, 

1998). 

Research proposes two main categories of cross functional integration:  An attitudinal and 

a behavioral.  The attitudinal category comprises a mutual process with common 

understandings and goals between the players while the behavioral one is a means for 

describing the intensity of the interaction and information sharing between actors (Olson, 

Walker, Ruekert, & Bonner, 2001) (Ernst, Hoyer, & Rubsaamen, Sales, Marketing and 

R&D Cooperation Across New Product Development Stages: Implications for Success, 

2010) (Voss, 2012) 

As a conclusion the integration of CRM into PPM not only involves and generates single 

customer but rather involves a portfolio of customer relationships.  PPM is featured in this 

integration in a sense that it leads the incorporation of the different phases of the CRM 

process.  However, it is CRM that gives an impact into the PPM phases when the 

combination is made.  When creating the fusion of PPM and CRM, cross-functional 

relations are also created usually between the customer portfolio representative and the 

marketing department.  To finalize, the addition of CRM and PPM gives as a result 

Customer Portfolio Management. 

 

7.2.4 Customer Portfolio Management 

 

Just as synergies are important to have a high corporate sustainable advantage, within 

organizations and businesses it is very important to carry out an excellent management in 

customer portfolio. 

Portfolio management is one of the activities that influences and shapes the performance 

of an organization.  Large diversified companies continuously review their portfolios with 

the aim of keeping high performance within their businesses and divisions and to keep 

away the players that are bad or low performers. 

Literature records two types of dimension within portfolio management: Portfolio analysis 

concepts and implications of portfolio analysis components.  The first one archives 

concepts that rely on a matrix that allows corporate management to evaluate a business 

position according to market attractiveness and competitive position (Klier, 2008) which 

relies and can be applied on the concept market power synergies.  Later studies evaluate 

and integrate value-based management approaches into the matrix and analysis (Copeland, 

Koller, & Murrin, 2000) 

 

7.2.4.1 Portfolio Analysis 
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In 1968, the BCG matrix was created by the Boston consulting group and it was used as an 

analytical tool in strategic management and portfolio analysis between other areas.  It was 

designed with the purpose of allocating resources in a business within a multi business 

organization in terms of market growth and market share (Wikipedia, Growth Share 

Matrix, 2012).  Along the function of market growth, profitability of businesses is 

measured, and along the function of market share, competitive position and entry barriers 

are measured (Bettis & Hall, 1981)  (MacMillan, Hambrick, & Diana, 1982) (Welge & Al-

Laham, 2007)   

The BCG matrix can be observed in figure 27.  One of its strengths is that it can generate 

“intelligent and appropriate communicational opportunities to the hard issue of portfolio 

management” (Hax & Majluf, 1984)  

 

 
Figure 27 BCG Matrix (The Boston Consulting Group) 

 

Another approach to portfolio management is the value based planning, where managers 

are stimulated to evaluate the performance of each division and act based on the value 

creation potential for each individual business or client (Copeland, Koller, & Murrin, 2000) 

(Klier, 2008).  Some of the KPIs identified for value measurement are mainly individual 

investment projects, return of shareholder and market value added between others (Arnold, 

2005). 

Portfolio analysis is a method to support portfolio managers with a framework that allows 

them the comparison of various current businesses within the organization, as well as to 

give them an insight for new investment opportunities (Klier, 2008) with the main purpose 
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to give them a depuration method of the strategic scope in order to determine the best 

portfolio strategy not only in terms of performance, but also to recognize specifically in 

which business and how much capital to apportion. 

Some of the identified portfolio advantages according to (The Forbes Group) are the 

following: 

 It encourages management to evaluate each of the organization´s businesses 

individually and to set objectives and allocate resources for each. 

 It stimulates the use of externally oriented data to supplement management´s 

intuitive judgement. 

 It raises the issue of cash flow availability for use in expansion and growth. 

In parallel, they also identified the following limitations about portfolio analysis: 

 It is not easy to define product/market segments 

 It provides an illusion of scientific rigor when some subjective judgments are 

involved. 

Finally, (The Forbes Group) concludes that portfolio analysis “should be regarded as a 

disciplined and organized way of thinking about asset allocation”.  They also make an 

emphasis on the fact that this tool is very subjective and not a “substitute for the ultimate 

professional judgment of the responsible decision-makers”. 

 

7.2.4.2 Portfolio Strategy 

 

The second dimension focuses on the organization´s strategy to allocate resources, it´s 

structure, and how management take decisions to engage in acquisitions, divestments, 

alliances, business redefinitions and new ventures (Dundas & Richardson, 1982). 

Portfolio strategy on the other hand is built from the results of the portfolio analysis.  It is 

just a planning of the portfolio´s activities and development of the future composition of 

the business portfolios, placing future investments in each portfolio as well as setting the 

roles that each portfolio will develop.  Portfolio strategy is therefore “a balancing act of 

current businesses and investment opportunities against the supply of capital, given the 

predicted returns of current and potential investments” (Stein, 1997) (Carlesi, Verster, & 

Wegner, 2007) 

Based on this theory, multi business organizations should therefore assign their funds to 

the more profitable businesses with the means of looking for the maximum overall 

profitable portfolio.  However, in practice organizations usually take a long time to divest 

which created a depression in the exit price and by consequence it creates costs to the 

organization.
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8. Research Methodology 

 

Research is a diligent and systematic inquiry or investigation into a subject in order to 

discover or revise facts, theories, applications, etc. (dictionary.refference.com, 2012).  

Methodology is the system of methods followed by a particular discipline (elook.org, 2012).  

Therefore, research methodology, is the process that is undertaken in order to conduct the 

research. 

 

8.1 Research Process 

 

As its name dictates is, is the procedure that is taken in order to conduct the research.  

There are two main arguments that need to be acknowledged in order to conduct worthy 

study, what questions/issues are identified and how to find answers about them. 

The first argument is exposed when the problem delineation is determined.  A series of 

questions then become visible to the researcher and the search begins. 

The second argument can be carried out through a research process.  A research process is 

a series of steps that will help you achieve the objectives of the questions/issues stated 

before.  Conferring (Kumar, 2005), the process is composed of seven main steps as it is 

shown in figure 28. 

 

 

Figure 28 Research Process (Kumar, 2005) 
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8.2 Research Methodologies 

 

Conferring (Clark, 2005), in his study about research methodologies he identifies seven 

main ones that are classified into qualitative and quantitative and can be observed in figure 

29. 

 

 

Figure 29 Research Methodology (Clark, 2005) 

 

Under the qualitative research tactic, historical methodology is the evaluation and synthesis 

evidence in order to establish facts and draw conclusions about past events.  It involved 

inquiries such as where events take place?, which people are involved?, when do the events 

occur? And what type of human activity was involved? 

Comparative methodology is often used along a historical methodology in order to 

compare the perspective of people about their experiences of different societies at a macro 

or micro level, cultures or individual respectively.  

Descriptive methodology consists of relying on the observation of facts for the collection 

of data rather than on the examination of records of such data.  The researcher attempts to 
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examine situations in order to establish the normality, meaning what can be predicted to 

happen under the same circumstances under which the research is taken place. 

Evaluation methodology is a descriptive type of research designed to deal with complex 

social issues.  It is believed that systems analysis is one type of evaluation methodology 

which breaks the problem into researchable parts, then separately evaluates the parts and 

then aggregates the final and total evaluations into the explanation as a whole. 

Action methodology often called the “anti-thesis experimental research” involves small 

scale interventions in the functioning of the real world and a close examination of the 

effects of such intervention.   

On the section of quantitative approaches, correlation methodology comprehend relational 

and prediction studies.  Relational studies investigate the possible relationships between 

phenomena to establish if a correlation exists and if so, to what extent, while prediction 

studies attempts possible behaviour or events where correlations are already known. 

Lastly, experimental methodology is conducted by isolating and controlling every relevant 

condition which determines the events investigated with the intention of observing the 

effects when the conditions are manipulated.  There are five varieties of this type of 

methodology: pre-experimental, true experimental, quasi-experimental, correlation and ex-

post facto.  In pre-experimental mode unreliable assumptions are made despite the lack of 

control over variables while in contrast, in the true experimental mode rigorous check of 

the identical nature of groups is made before testing the influence of a variable on a sample 

under controlled circumstances.  The quasi-experimental mode is amidst the two previous 

modes where not all conditions of true experimental design can be fulfilled but the 

weaknesses are identified.  Correlation mode looks for cause and effect relationships 

between two sets of data while inversely ex-post facto mode interprets the cause of 

phenomenon by observing its effects. 

 

8.3 Employed Methodology 

 

The study of this MT has been conducted over a six month period at a 

Telecommunication´s company in Spain in the area of sales at the strategic level.  This 

function covered the portfolio management of customers from Middle East and Africa 

mainly, as well as a couple from Europe.  During the day-to-day exertion and through the 

analysis of the project operations the formulation of the main problem was stated:  Would 

synergies between customer portfolios improve the business of voice service and market 

share covered? 

Through a deep literature review, theories and framework methodologies about synergies 

and portfolio management were revealed as it can be viewed in chapters 7 and 8.  With that 

as basis, the development of the objectives was unchained gathering qualitative (evaluation 

and action methodologies) and quantitative (experimental methodology) information about 
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the customers that would be significant for the evaluation of the creation of synergies 

between them such as geographical, demographical and economic data that is strategic for 

the right creation of synergies. 

This data was then analysed and tested using the framework methodologies specified in 

chapter 8 providing a general overview about synergies for the completion and addition of 

the already existing theory as well as a deep interpretation the meaning of synergies. 

Latterly, the report and evaluation of the results was conducted in the empirical study.  

Strategic customers were identified through an AHD calculation.  Afterwards, each of them 

was qualitatively analysed with a PESTEL analysis to identify key information and lastly 

and revenue analysis was managed to prove if the creation of synergies between these 

customers in fact produced overall higher revenues than each of them independently 

 

8.3.1 Theoretical Frameworks 

 

Theoretical frameworks are used in this MT in order to be able to identify a problem and 

evaluate a solution for it. 

 

8.3.1.1 Process Map 

 

Process mapping is used to evaluate processes within an organization and be able to 

indentify non-value added activities (Soliman, 1998) 

In this MT, process mapping is used to explain in detail the processes that are conducted 

between the customer, the portfolio manager and the marketing department representative 

in order to develop and conclude a transaction as well as to identify the non-value added 

activities. 

As it can be observed in Chapter 5: Problem Delineation, each of the processes that is 

conducted for the deliberation of each transaction with the customer, goes through a 

process.  During this process, the portfolio manager always has to revise with the 

marketing department representative which decision is best to take.  This activity is time-

taking and non-productive since, with the right tools, it could be done by the portfolio 

manager itself; therefore, the non-value added activity in this case is the consultation with 

the marketing department. 

 

8.3.1.2 AHP Calculation  
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Analytical Hierarchy Process is a mathematical technique was invented by Saaty in 1980.  

This method is widely used to rank factors for a decision making process.  The basis of this 

technique is to “construct a matrix expressing the relative values of a set of attributes” 

(Coyle, 2004) according to the relative importance of the factors against each other.  

There are several steps that need to be followed to complete this technique. 

1. First of all compare all the factors against each other and assign them a weight 

according to importance.  First, which of the two factors in comparison is more 

important, and then the level of importance. 

2. The second step consists on calculating relative weights about the factors in 

question. 

3. Thirdly, a Consistency Ratio is calculated.  If the CR excess 0.1 value, it means that 

the data is untrustworthy and inconsistent, therefore, there is no need to go to step 

four.  However, if it is less than 0.1, step 4 comes into action. 

4. Step four arrives if the CR value is less or equal to 0.1.  Then, one must normalize 

the values of the data tested, and then multiply this value with the factor weights 

obtained in step two in order to get the correct ranking of the data that needs to be 

ranked and depurated. 

In this MT, the AHP is used to narrow down the number of operators that will be 

evaluated in order to create synergies between them.  In total there are 26 operators of 24 

different countries divided into four portfolios.  

Each portfolio manager was asked to rank the identified factors in order to give the right 

weight to the components that influence the generation of voice service business.  With 

this information, the calculation was performed, and the customers of each portfolio were 

ranked highlighting the principal ones in order to analyze them in detail according to their 

potential to create synergies between them not only strategically but also with economic 

advantages. 

  

8.3.1.3 PESTEL Analysis 

 

PESTEL Analysis is a framework utilized frequently in strategic management with the 

purpose of creating an analysis of macro environmental factors that an organization needs 

to take into consideration for businesses purposes 

The acronym denotes for: Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Ecological and Legal 

external factors which influence severely the activities of organizations.  For the purpose of 

this MT, Demographics are also included in the aspect of the analysis. 

The Political context has a great influence on the local, national and international activities 

of the company.  According to (Viardot, 2011) government stability, fiscal policy and 

external relations with other countries are elements that strategic leaders must take into 

account when evaluating the possible effects that the political context could have on their 
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decisions and business.  It is also important to stress that the political context could also 

mean the political effects that other stakeholder could have towards the organization. 

The Economic environment in this case focuses on the macro-trends that could affect the 

business, for example, customers, competitors, suppliers, distributors and other 

intermediaries.  Strategic managers studying these behaviours also take into consideration 

other factors such as inflation and unemployment rates or retained earnings after taxes in 

their strategic analysis.  They, at the end, know that these environments are volatile and 

that what is up one time must be down another, so they analyse the risks involved in it. 

The Social-Cultural environment encompasses all the changes in life-style, culture, 

demographics, migrations and “influence the purchasing volume and consumption patterns 

of individuals” (Viardot, 2011).  This factor is crucial when making strategic decisions in 

the day-to-day basis as well as in the long term due to its importance and focus on 

individual behaviors since they are a reflection of humanity: “changing, often unreasonable 

and almost always emotional” (Viardot, 2011). 

Technological innovation is also environmental factors that affect and influence the 

strategic decision making and analysis of corporate managers.  As a fast changing sector, 

organizations must be able to keep up-to-date to stay competitive.  The matter of fact is 

that just because technology evolves, it does mean that the previous existing technology 

becomes obsolete.  A key activity is to identify technologies that might develop in the 

future and then decide whether it will be a marginal or a sweeping change that will affect 

how the business gets done. 

The Environmental topic is each time creating more pressure to organizations to develop a 

sustainable business model.  Due to the continuously demographic growth and the current 

model of economic development, official organizations are creating each time more 

pressure in companies to be environmentally sustainable.  That is the reason why 

sustainable companies “are pioneers in shaping corporate, social and environmental roles in 

various national and international committees” (Viardot, 2011). 

Last, but not least, the Legal factor has a great influence in companies’ strategic decisions 

because it sets a guideline and constraints into the transactions that can be done internally, 

locally, nationally and internationally.  Legal factors are different in each country around 

the globe and organizations encounter obstacles to expand at the international level, but 

must be taken into consideration when taking decisions at the strategic level. 

This MT utilizes this analysis to evaluate the strategic operators in a qualitative level in 

order to recognize information that is key for the development of synergies. 
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8.3.1.4 Synergy Framework 

 

This MT focuses its empirical study to various frameworks of cross business synergies, 

which in fact are translated into portfolio synergies.   

The framework for revenue synergy is employed in the empirical case in a way that after 

creating synergies across different portfolios, the overall revenue is proved to be higher 

than the total revenue of each portfolio by itself. 

Another framework that is exercised in this MT is that of operative synergies, both efficient 

and growth synergies, meaning that in the empirical case it is proven that synergies can 

leverage operative resources in this case across portfolios. Efficient synergies will allow the 

sharing of some of the individual resources of each portfolio, while growth synergies will 

allow other resources to complement each other creating an overall greater profit and 

revenues of the voice service. 

Ultimately, market power synergy is another framework that is applied into the empirical 

study in a way that after knowing key information of the chosen strategic customers, the 

combined effect of the synergy created between them, will allow the business as a whole, to 

have a stronger market power in the voice service. 

 

8.3.1.5 Revenue Analysis 

 

Revenue analysis is “the study of the revenues received from clients, external sources, or an 

organization’s headquarters” (World Bank, 2012).  Revenue analysis is often beneficially 

utilized to evaluate customer’s demand over the services you are analyzing and how the 

increment or decrement can affect the business.  Depending on the co-relation on price-

demand, one can be able to estimate if the price goes up, whether the demand will go down 

or will keep the same trend.  If it is not co-related, then the increment in price will 

therefore increase the revenues.    

In this MT revenue analysis is used to observe the effect that synergies have on businesses 

in terms of increment of revenues and to support the theory and statement that by creating 

synergies, the overall revenue will be higher than the revenues of each isolated portfolio.  

This framework is utilized with the strategic customers that have previously been 

highlighted in the AHP calculation, making the assumption that cost and prices do not 

change in order to see the effect of synergies within portfolios. 
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9. Empirical Analysis 

 

During the six month internship at The Telecom Group the opportunity to work with and 

analyse four customer portfolios with a total of twenty six customers was bestowed.  This 

analysis concentrates in the creation of synergies between these portfolios, taking as an 

empirical example the two most important customers out of the range of twenty six in 

order to test and substantiate that the creating of synergies increases an organization’s 

business both strategic and economically.  Further, this analysis serves as an establishment 

for new theories both for synergies and customer portfolio management. 

 

9.1 Identifying KPIs 

 

The first step taken in order to determine the most important factors to evaluate each 

customer was a process analysis describe in section 5.1 of this dissertation.  As it was 

identified in section 5.2, the three KPIs identified were: Traffic (volume - number of 

minutes), revenues and prices that were critical for the creation of business with the 

customers.  However, later on, when interviewing with the account managers, other five 

KPIs were identified: Margins, direct routes that operators have with neighbour countries, 

geographical positioning of the operators, demographics about the country of origin of the 

operators and economic situation of those countries.  Further, it was agreed by the three 

portfolio managers that price was not as important as the other factors, therefore the final 

KPIs for this specific case are depicted in figure 30 which are correspondingly classified 

into quantitative and qualitative. 

 

Figure 30 Identified KPIs (The Author) 
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9.2 Delimitating Important Operators 

 

In order to conduct this study, and delimitate the two most important operators to create 

synergies between them and prove the hypothesis, an AHD calculation was formulated.  

For this, the first step was to gather information regarding the identified KPIs.  Each 

portfolio manager was asked to compare each KPI against each other and rate them in 

order of importance.  The author performed the rating as well.  The results can be 

observed in figure 31.   

 

 

Figure 31 KPI Comparison (The Author) 

 

The purpose of this exercise is to be able to give the relevant weight to each of the KPIs in 

order to evaluate each operator under that criterion. Once the operation was performed 

and the KPIs were weighted, the percentage of importance of each KPI was established 

and the final results are shown in table 8. 

 

KPI Classification Weight % 

Revenue 
Quantitative 

24 % 
Margin 40 % 
Traffic (volume) 5 % 
Direct Routes 

Qualitative 
 

6 % 
Graphical Positioning 5 % 
Demographics 9 % 
Economic Situation 10 % 

Table 8 KPI Weights (The Author) 
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(1-9)
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INTENSITY 

(1-9)

MORE 

IMPORTANT

INTENSITY 

(1-9)

Margin A 1 A 1 B 2 B 9

Traffic (volume) A 5 A 9 A 9 A 9

Direct routes with neighbour countries A 4 A 5 A 9 A 5

Geographical positioning of the operators A 3 A 3 A 9 A 5

Demographics of the country of origin A 4 A 7 A 9 A 3

Economic situtaion of country of origin A 2 A 1 A 9 A 2

Traffic (volume) A 5 A 9 A 9 A 9

Direct routes with neighbour countries A 3 A 7 A 9 A 7

Geographical positioning of the operators A 3 A 5 A 9 A 7

Demographics of the country of origin A 4 A 3 A 9 A 5

Economic situtaion of country of origin A 2 A 1 A 9 A 5

Direct routes with neighbour countries A 2 A 7 A 5 B 7

Geographical positioning of the operators B 3 A 5 A 5 B 7

Demographics of the country of origin B 3 B 9 A 5 B 7

Economic situtaion of country of origin B 2 A 3 A 5 B 5

Geographical positioning of the operators A 1 A 5 A 2 A 1

Demographics of the country of origin B 2 B 7 B 2 A 1

Economic situtaion of country of origin B 3 A 3 B 2 A 7

Demographics of the country of origin B 2 B 7 B 2 B 9

Economic situtaion of country of origin B 4 B 5 B 2 A 1

Demographics Economic situtaion of country of origin B 4 A 7 B 2 A 9
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As it can be noticed, Margins was the most important KPI, meaning that in comparison 

with the rest and according to each of the interviewees it is extremely important to obtain a 

high margin from the operators which business is made with, followed by revenues which 

are highly considered in the exchange of the voice service.  When a SWAP deal is made, 

meaning, when The Telecom Group sends traffic to an operator to certain destinations for 

the exchange of traffic to the different destinations, the two most important factors that 

are taken into consideration are margins and revenues and the SWAP has to be balanced in 

the latter mentioned.  The interviewees also believed that the economic situation of the 

country in which the operators are stationed is very important in order to improve the 

business and have more presence.  The remainder of the KPIs were valued more or less 

the same. 

The next step consisted on entering real values about each KPI for each operator so that 

they would be normalized and given a certain percentage so that finally and all together 

they could give a ranking to the operator.  The values for revenues, margins and volumes 

were obtained from the 2012 financial goals of the portfolios.  The qualitative information 

on the other hand was gathered from different sources.  The information about the 

possible routes that the operators have with the neighbour countries (surrounding 

countries in which The Telecom Group does not have yet a direct interconnection) and the 

geography in relation to other countries (how many neighbour countries each of the 

operators have) was gathered from (Index Mundi, 2010).  This information belongs to the 

2010 census.  On the other hand, the data that concerns the demographic relationship (the 

population in each of the operator’s country) and the economic situation of the country in 

which the operator is located (the GDP (PPP) per capita), was extracted from (Nations 

Online, 2012). 

In the quantitative side of the KPIs the information gathered from each of the operators 

and the performed normalized calculation can be observed in table 9.  This information 

shows real values for the 2012 financial goals concerning each of the operators.  The 

weighted percentages in terms of relevance are depicted there as well.   

 

No. Operators Revenue 24% Marign 40% 
Traffic 

(Volume) 
5% 

1 Angola 15.000 0%  0%  0% 
2 Lybia 1.599.697 21% 43.274 14% 13.418.576 24% 
3 Lybia 2  0%  0%  0% 
4 Mauritania 54.453 1% 1.741 1% 399.567 1% 
5 Nigeria 617.787 8% 17.582 6% 8.364.982 15% 
6 Senegal 99.597 1% 2.908 1% 1.172.523 2% 
7 South Africa 1.482.137 19% 43.353 14% 18.993.658 35% 
8 South Africa 2 486.478 6% 8.027 3% 7.224.520 13% 
9 Cameroon  0%  0%  0% 
10 Egypt 187.724 2% 5.464 2% 921.775 2% 

11 
Equatorial 

Guinea 
 0%  0%  0% 

12 Ivory Coast 18.567 0% 495 0% 176.323 0% 
13 Mali 410 0% 12 0% 8.000 0% 
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14 Mozambique  0%  0%  0% 
15 Tanzania 126.279 2% 3.369 1% 6.719.544 12% 
16 Cuba 59.997 1% 1.672 1% 618.988 1% 
17 Italy 7.668.812 100% 314.895 100% 54.849.964 100% 
18 Italy 2 3.828.398 50% 70.115 22% 20.184.430 37% 
19 Qatar 632.174 8% 16.829 5% 5.434.672 10% 
20 Saudi Arabia 48.731 1% 1.568 0% 229.498 0% 

21 
United Arab 

Emirates 
201.794 3% 1.287 0% 432.189 1% 

22 
United Arab 
Emirates 2 

1.019.730 13% 24.205 8% 16.398.911 30% 

23 Jordan 10.208 0% 267 0% 394.181 1% 
24 Kuwait  0%  0%  0% 
25 Lebanon 51.709 1% 1.486 0% 497.238 1% 
26 Lebanon 2 50.326 1% 1.376 0% 674.471 1% 

Table 9 Quantitative KPI weights (The Author) 

 

The evaluation of the qualitative KPIs can be observed in tables 10 and 11 in respect to 

each of the operators and the weights given for those values. 

 

No. Operators Routes 6% 
Geographic 

Relation 
5% 

1 Angola 4 57% 4 50% 
2 Lybia 4 57% 6 75% 
3 Lybia 2 4 57% 6 75% 
4 Mauritania 1 14% 4 50% 
5 Nigeria 3 43% 4 50% 
6 Senegal 3 43% 5 63% 
7 South Africa 4 57% 6 75% 
8 South Africa 2 4 57% 6 75% 
9 Cameroon 4 57% 5 63% 
10 Egypt 3 43% 4 50% 
11 Equatorial Guinea 1 14% 2 25% 
12 Ivory Coast 4 57% 5 63% 
13 Mali 3 43% 7 88% 
14 Mozambique 5 71% 7 88% 
15 Tanzania 7 100% 8 100% 
16 Cuba 0 0% 0 0% 
17 Italy 2 29% 5 63% 
18 Italy 2 2 29% 5 63% 
19 Qatar 0 0% 1 13% 
20 Saudi Arabia 2 29% 7 88% 
21 United Arab Emirates 1 14% 4 50% 
22 United Arab Emirates 2 1 14% 4 50% 
23 Jordan 2 29% 5 63% 
24 Kuwait 0 0% 2 25% 
25 Lebanon 1 14% 2 25% 
26 Lebanon 2 1 14% 2 25% 

Table 10 Qualitative KPI weights (a) (The Author) 
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No. Operators 
Demographic 

Relation 
9% 

Economic 
Relation 

10% 

1 Angola      13.068.160    8%        6.308    4% 
2 Lybia        6.461.454    4%      10.769    7% 
3 Lybia 2        6.461.454    4%      10.769    7% 
4 Mauritania        3.205.060    2%        1.615    1% 
5 Nigeria    152.217.300    100%           538    0% 
6 Senegal      12.323.250    8%        1.462    1% 
7 South Africa      49.109.110    32%        8.231    6% 
8 South Africa 2      49.109.110    32%        8.231    6% 
9 Cameroon      19.294.150    12%        1.769    1% 
10 Egypt      80.471.870    53%        4.769    3% 
11 Equatorial Guinea           650.702    0%      28.154    20% 
12 Ivory Coast      21.058.800    13%        1.385    1% 
13 Mali      13.796.350    9%           923    0% 
14 Mozambique      22.061.450    14%           769    0% 
15 Tanzania      41.892.900    27%        1.077    0% 
16 Cuba      11.477.460    7%        7.615    5% 
17 Italy      58.090.680    38%      23.462    17% 
18 Italy 2      58.090.680    38%      23.462    17% 
19 Qatar           840.926    0%    137.692    100% 
20 Saudi Arabia      25.731.780    17%      18.615    13% 
21 United Arab Emirates        4.975.593    3%      38.154    27% 
22 United Arab Emirates 2        4.975.593    3%      38.154    27% 
23 Jordan        6.407.085    4%        4.154    3% 
24 Kuwait        2.789.132    1%      37.615    27% 
25 Lebanon        4.125.247    2%      11.077    8% 
26 Lebanon 2        4.125.247    2%      11.077    8% 

Table 11 Qualitative KPI weights (b) (The Author) 

 

Finally, with all these values, the AHD analysis was able to weight and calculate the final 

results concerning the importance of each operator taking into account all the KPIs.  The 

final weight and therefore importance of each operator can be observed in table 12.  As it 

can be seen the two most important operators are from Italy due to their revenue and 

margin contribution, however, the third most important operator is South Africa.  For the 

purpose of this study, Italy and South Africa will be taken into consideration for strategic 

and economic reasons. 

 

NO. Operator Ranking NO. Operator Ranking 

1 Angola 7% 14 Mozambique 10% 
2 Lybia 20% 15 Tanzania 16% 
3 Lybia 2 8% 16 Cuba 1% 
4 Mauritania 4% 17 Italy 78% 
5 Nigeria 19% 18 Italy 2 32% 
6 Senegal 8% 19 Qatar 5% 
7 South Africa 22% 20 Saudi Arabia 8% 
8 South Africa 2 14% 21 United Arab Emirates 5% 
9 Cameroon 8% 22 United Arab Emirates 2 12% 
10 Egypt 12% 23 Jordan 6% 
11 Equatorial Guinea 2% 24 Kuwait 1% 
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12 Ivory Coast 8% 25 Lebanon 3% 
13 Mali 8% 26 Lebanon 2 3% 

Table 12 Final Customer Weighted Rankinig (The Author) 

 

9.3 Qualitative Analysis of Synergistic Players 

 

As it was identified in the previous section, the two players that are taken into 

consideration for a synergistic analysis are Italy and South Africa. The qualitative analysis 

involves a PESTEL evaluation of each of the countries in which these two operators are 

located.  The information gathered in this study was provided by (The World Factbook, 

2012) and (Index Mundi, 2010) 

 

9.3.1 Italy 

 

Political Facts: Italy is a Republic governed by a constitutional law.   It counts with a civil 

law system and the judicial review under certain circumstances is done at a Constitutional 

Court.  The government is comprised of an Executive, Legislative and a Judicial branch.  

The Executive branch is composed of a chief of state, head of government and a cabinet.  

The Legislative branch is composed of the Senate with 315 seats and the Chamber of 

Deputies with 630 seats.  The Judicial branch on the other hand, is composed of 15 judges, 

one third appointed by the president, one third elected by the parliament and one third by 

the ordinary administrative Supreme Courts. 

Economic Facts: Italy has a diversified industrial economy, which is divided into a 

developed industrial north, dominated by private companies, and a less-developed, welfare-

dependent, agricultural south, with high unemployment. The Italian economy is driven in 

large part by the manufacture of high-quality consumer goods produced by small and 

medium-sized enterprises, many of them family owned. Italy also has a sizable 

underground economy, which by some estimates accounts for as much as 17% of GDP. 

These activities are most common within the agriculture, construction, and service sectors. 

Italy is the third-largest economy in the euro-zone, but exceptionally high public debt 

burdens and structural impediments to growth have rendered it vulnerable to scrutiny by 

financial markets. Public debt has increased steadily since 2007, reaching 120% of GDP in 

2011, and borrowing costs on sovereign government debt have risen to record levels. 

During the second half of 2011 the government passed a series of three austerity packages 

to balance its budget by 2013 and decrease its public debt burden. These measures included 

a hike in the value-added tax, pension reforms, and cuts to public administration. The 

government also faces pressure from investors and European partners to address Italy's 

long-standing structural impediments to growth, such as an inflexible labor market and 

widespread tax evasion. The international financial crisis worsened conditions in Italy's 
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labor market, with unemployment rising from 6.2% in 2007 to 8.4% in 2011, but in the 

longer-term Italy's low fertility rate and quota-driven immigration policies will increasingly 

strain its economy. The euro-zone crisis along with the Italian austerity measures, have 

reduced exports and domestic demand, slowing Italy's recovery. Italy's GDP is still 5% 

below its 2007 pre-crisis level. 

Socio-Cultural Facts:  Italy is populated mainly by Italians, but small clusters of German, 

French, Slovenian, Albanian and Greek communities can also be found.  Due to its 

closeness to Switzerland and France, German and French are spoken in different parts of 

the country with a minority if Slovene as well.  80% of the population is Roman Catholics 

and the remaining 20% is conformed of Jehova Witnesses, Protestants, Muslims and 

Atheists.  Its population as of 2012 is considered to be of 61.261.254 ranking it 23 in the 

world.  66% of the population ranges between ages 15 and 64, while 14% betwee 0 and 14 

and 20% 65 years and over.  The population growth rate as of 2012 is estimated to be 

0.38%.  The net migration rate has been established to be of 4.67 migrants/1000.  68% of 

the total population is urban.  The majority of the population concentrates in the cities of 

Rome (Capital), Milan, Naples, Turin and Palermo.  5.1% of the GDP is dedicated to 

health expenditures, whicle 4.3% is dedicated to education.  Currently, the unemployment 

rate of youth (ages 15-24) is of about 25.4%. 

Technological Facts:  In this area and for the purposes of this specific study, the 

technological studies will be related mainly to the telecommunications industry mainly 

telephony and internet.  According to a study made in 2010, there are 21.6 million main 

lines in use in Italy with a high contrast of 82 million of cellular mobiles.  A series of 

submarine cables provide links to Asia, Middle East, Europe and North Africa and US.   

Italy also counts with satellite earth stations for Atlantic and Indian Oceans.  Italy also 

accounts for 23.16 million internet hosts (according to 2010 statistics) and 29.235 million 

internet users (according to 2009 statistics). 

Environmental Facts:  Italy’s unemployment rate is highly affecting the business 

environment in the country.  The high rate that affects mainly the youth generation is the 

main cause for the obstruction of industrial growth. 

Legal Facts:  Italy holds a civil law system, judicial review under certain conditions in 

Constitutional court 

 

Political Factors 
 Republic 

 Executive, Legislative and Judicial Branches 
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Economic Factors  
(in USD) 

 GDP (PPP) : 1.822 trillion 

 GDP: 2.246 trillion 

 GDP per capita (PPP): 30.100 

 Labor Force: 25 million 

 Unemployment Rate: 8.4% 

 Investment (gross fixed): 19.7% of GDP 

 Public Debt: 120.1% of GDP 

 Inflation Rate: 2.8% 

 Industries: Tourism, machinery, iron and steel, chemicals, 

food processing, textiles, motor vehicles, clothing, footwear, 

ceramics 

 Exports: 522 billion 

 Imports:556.4 billion 

 External Debt: 2.684 trillion 

Socio-Cultural Factors 

 Ethnic Groups: Italian, German, French, Slovene, Albanian 

and Greek 

 Languages: Italian, German, French and Slovene 

 Religions: Christian (Roman Catholic), Protestants, Muslims, 

Atheists and Agnostics 

 Population: 61.261.254 

 Growth Rate: 0.38% 

 Net Migration Rate: 4.67 migrants/1000 

 Health Expenditures: 5.1% of GDP 

 Education Expenditures: 4.3% of GDP 

 Unemployment rate (ages 15-24): 25.4% 
 

Technological Factors (in 
Telecommunications) 

 Main Line telephone use: 21.6 million 

 Mobile Cellular phones: 82 million 

 Internet Hosts: 25.456 million 

 Internet Users: 29.235 million 
Environmental Factors  High Unemployment Rate 

Legal Factors 
 Civil Law System 

 Judicial review under certain conditions in Constitutional 

Court. 
Table 13 Summary of PESTEL Analysis – Italy (The Author) 

 

9.3.2 South Africa 

 

Political Facts: South Africa is a Republic as well as the case of Italy governed by a 

Constitutionl Law.  The government is comprised of an Executive, Legislative and Judicial 

branch.  The Executive branch is composed of the Chief of State, head of government and 

a cabinet that is appointed by the president.  The Legislative branch is a bicameral 

Parliament consisting of the National Council of Provinces with 90 seats and the National 

Assembly with 400 seats.  The Judicial branch, on the other hand, is composed of a 

Constitutional Court, a Supreme Court of Appeals, High Courts, and Magistrate Courts. 

Economic Facts: South Africa is a middle-income, emerging market with an abundant 

supply of natural resources; well-developed financial, legal, communications, energy, and 
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transport sectors; a stock exchange that is the 18th largest in the world; and modern 

infrastructure supporting a relatively efficient distribution of goods to major urban centers 

throughout the region. Growth was robust from 2004 to 2007 as South Africa reaped the 

benefits of macroeconomic stability and a global commodities boom but began to slow in 

the second half of 2007 due to an electricity crisis and the subsequent global financial crisis' 

impact on commodity prices and demand. GDP fell nearly 2% in 2009 but recovered in 

2010-11. Unemployment remains high and outdated infrastructure has constrained growth. 

State power supplier Eskom encountered problems with aging plants and meeting 

electricity demand necessitating "load-shedding" cuts in 2007 and 2008 to residents and 

businesses in the major cities. Daunting economic problems remain from the apartheid era 

- especially poverty, lack of economic empowerment among the disadvantaged groups, and 

a shortage of public transportation. South Africa's economic policy is fiscally conservative 

focusing on controlling inflation and attaining a budget surplus. The current government 

largely follows these prudent policies but must contend with the impact of the global crisis 

and is facing growing pressure from special interest groups to use state-owned enterprises 

to deliver basic services to low-income areas and to increase job growth.  

Socio-Cultural Facts:  South Africa is mainly populated by black Africans (79%), but it 

also holds white, colored and Indian/Asian ethnic groups according to a 2001 census.  Its 

official languages are IsiZulu, IsiXhosa, Afrikaans, Sepedi, English (only 8.2% of the 

population speaks it), Setswana, Sesotho, Xitsonga, siSwati, Tshivenda and isiNdebele.  The 

main religions practiced in this country are Protestant, Catholic, Muslim and other 

unspecified cults.  15.1% of the population are atheists. A total population of 48.810.427 

was recorded in 2012 out of which 65.8% range from 16 to 64 years old, 28.5% range from 

ages 0 to 12 and only 5.7% of the population are 65 years or older.  The population growth 

rate as of 2012 is estimated to be -0.412%.  The net migration rate has been established to 

be of -6.22 migrants/1000.  62% of the total population is urban.  The majority of the 

population concentrates in the cities of Johannesburg, Cape Town, Ekurhuleni, Durban, 

and Pretoria. 8.5% of the GDP is dedicated to health expenditures and 5.4% is dedicated 

to education.  The current unemployment rate of youth (ages 15.24) is currently of 48.2%, 

making it the 3rd country in the world with unemployment. 

Technological Facts: As it was specified in the previous PESTEL analysis, the 

technological study is mainly focused on the telecommunications industry with a specific 

focus in telephony and internet.  According to a study made in 2010, there are 4.225 

million main phone lines in use in South Africa with a contrast of 50.372 million of cellular 

mobiles.  The domestic lines consist of carrier-equipped open-wire lines, coaxial cables, 

microwave radio relay links, fiber-optic cable, radiotelephone communication stations, and 

wireless local loops.  Internationally, fiber optic cable systems connect South Africa to 

Europe and Asia.  South Africa also counts with satellite earth stations for the Indian and 

Atlantic Oceans.  In addition, South Africa has 4.835 million internet hosts and 4.42 

million internet users. 

Environmental Facts:  In South Africa one of the main issues that affect the country is 

the elevated number of HIV/AIDS infections in the population.  This issue is relevant to 

the growth of industry and economy.  Another big problem that the country encounters is 
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the rejection to employ the black community which is the highest ethnic group in the 

country.  Unemployment rate, however is not a big issue concerning the environmental 

factors for industrial development affecting the country. 

 Legal Facts:  South Africa holds a mixed legal system of Roman-Dutch civil law, English 

common law and customary law. 

 

Political Factors 
 Republic 

 Executive, Legislative and Judicial Branches 

Economic Factors  
(in USD) 

 GDP (PPP) : 554.6 billion 

 GDP: 422 billion 

 GDP per capita (PPP): 11.000 

 Labor Force: 17.67 million 

 Unemployment Rate: 23.9% 

 Investment (gross fixed): 18.4% of GDP 

 Public Debt: 35.6% of GDP 

 Inflation Rate: 5% 

 Industries: mining (world's largest producer of platinum, 

gold, chromium), automobile assembly, metalworking, 

machinery, textiles, iron and steel, chemicals, fertilizer, 

foodstuffs, commercial ship repair 

 Exports: 94.21 billion 

 Imports: 92.86 billion 

 External Debt: 47.66 billion 

Socio-Cultural Factors 

 Ethnic Groups: Black African, White, Colored, Indian/Asian,   

 Languages: IsiZulu, IsiXhosa, Afrikaans, Sepedi, English 

(only 8.2% of the population speaks it), Setswana, Sesotho, 

Xitsonga, siSwati, Tshivenda and isiNdebele 

 Religions: Protestant, Catholic, Atheists, Muslim and other 

unspecified cults 

 Population: 48.810.427 

 Growth Rate: -0.412% 

 Net Migration Rate: -6.22 migrants/1000 

 Health Expenditures: 8.5% of GDP 

 Education Expenditures: 5.4% of GDP 

 Unemployment rate (ages 15-24): 48.2% 
 

Technological Factors (in 
Telecommunications) 

 Main Line telephone use: 4.225 million 

 Mobile Cellular phones: 50.372 million 

 Internet Hosts: 4.835 million 

 Internet Users: 4.42 million 

Environmental Factors 
 HIV/AIDS 

 Favoritism to employ white over black population 

Legal Factors 
 Mixed legal system of Roman-Dutch Civil Law 

 English Common Law 

 Customary Law 
Table 14 Summary of PESTEL Analysis - South Africa (The Author) 

 

9.4 Synergistic Revenue Analysis 
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In order to prove that in fact, the creation of synergies between customer portfolios 

increases the business, a Revenue Analysis was conducted taking into consideration the 

qualitative KPIs delimited in section 10.1. 

When creating synergies between Italy and South Africa, first of all is important to identify 

the destinations of interest between one another.  In a report from February 2012, it was 

identified that within the destinations of interest of each operator, none of the other 

destination countries was included (figure 32), therefore, the first of all, being able to offer 

each other’s destination at a competitive price will increase the revenue of each portfolio 

respectively but will also increase the overall profitability of the business at the telecom 

group (figure 33) 

 

 

Figure 32 Destinations of Interest - Italy & South Africa 

Destination Volume Price Cost Revenue Margin

ESPAÑA 4.967.277 0,0185 0,0000 92.064 92.064

ESPAÑA-MOVISTAR MOV 3.113.226 0,0518 0,0400 161.365 36.836

ESPAÑA-VODAFONE MOV 1.527.228 0,0547 0,0400 83.565 22.475

MARRUECOS-MOV 1.008.784 0,2330 0,2300 235.047 3.026

SENEGAL-MOV 862.069 0,2189 0,2150 188.707 3.350

ESPAÑA-ORANGE MOV 764.147 0,0477 0,0400 36.429 5.863

TUNEZ-MOV 298.892 0,2552 0,2526 76.277 782

ESPAÑA-902 139.909 0,1000 0,0000 13.991 13.991

ESPAÑA-OMVirtuales por ORANGE 98.559 0,0475 0,0400 4.682 739

ESPAÑA-OMVirtuales por MOVISTAR 85.483 0,0516 0,0400 4.414 995

ECUADOR-CNT 36.722 0,0641 0,0615 2.354 97

Total 12.902.296 898.893 180.218

Destination Volume Price Cost Revenue Margin

LIBIA-MOV 640.337 0,1829 0,1925 117.141 -6.134

MALI-MOV 552.071 0,1535 0,1500 84.743 1.932

FRANCIA-OLO 145.809 0,0041 0,0179 598 -2.015

MARRUECOS-MOV 127.683 0,2320 0,2330 29.622 -128

FRANCIA 103.412 0,0041 0,0070 424 -300

CAMERUN-MTN MOV 86.479 0,1379 0,1344 11.925 299

FRANCIA-PARIS 71.283 0,0041 0,0070 292 -207

ESPAÑA-MOVISTAR MOV 44.244 0,0481 0,0400 2.127 357

MARRUECOS-WANARESTRICTEDM 37.143 0,1685 0,1650 6.259 130

ESPAÑA 7.039 0,0070 0,0000 49 49

CUBA 4.903 0,5795 0,5498 2.841 146

Total 1.820.403 256.021 -5.870

ITALY

SOUTH AFRICA
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Figure 33 Addition of each operator's destination (The Author) 

 

As it can be observed in table 15, a comparison of the revenues and margins that each 

operator made before creating the synergy and offering each other´s destination is made.  It 

is clear that an increase in both factors is done.  An important motive of creating synergies 

between portfolios is offering each other’s services.  In this case offering each other’s 

routes has a lower cost for the company and the customer, creating higher revenues and 

margins and increasing the business of the company in general since this volume 

introduced to the new destinations didn´t existed but was captured. 

 
ITALY SOUTH AFRICA 

 
Before After Before After 

Volume    12.902.296          13.902.296         1.820.403            2.820.403    

REVENUE         898.893            1.018.893            256.021            1.256.021    

MARGIN         180.218               184.418    -          5.870    -              2.870    
Table 15 Comparison of Increase of Revenues and Margins (The Author) 

Destination Volume Price Cost Revenue Margin

SOUTH AFRICA 1.000.000 0,1200 0,1158 120.000 4.200

ESPAÑA 4.967.277 0,0185 0,0000 92.064 92.064

ESPAÑA-MOVISTAR MOV 3.113.226 0,0518 0,0400 161.365 36.836

ESPAÑA-VODAFONE MOV 1.527.228 0,0547 0,0400 83.565 22.475

MARRUECOS-MOV 1.008.784 0,2330 0,2300 235.047 3.026

SENEGAL-MOV 862.069 0,2189 0,2150 188.707 3.350

ESPAÑA-ORANGE MOV 764.147 0,0477 0,0400 36.429 5.863

TUNEZ-MOV 298.892 0,2552 0,2526 76.277 782

ESPAÑA-902 139.909 0,1000 0,0000 13.991 13.991

ESPAÑA-OMVirtuales por ORANGE 98.559 0,0475 0,0400 4.682 739

ESPAÑA-OMVirtuales por MOVISTAR 85.483 0,0516 0,0400 4.414 995

ECUADOR-CNT 36.722 0,0641 0,0615 2.354 97

Total 13.902.296 1.018.893 184.418

Destination Volume Price Cost Revenue Margin

ITALY 1.000.000 0,2130 0,2100 1.000.000 3.000

LIBIA-MOV 640.337 0,1829 0,1925 117.141 -6.134

MALI-MOV 552.071 0,1535 0,1500 84.743 1.932

FRANCIA-OLO 145.809 0,0041 0,0179 598 -2.015

MARRUECOS-MOV 127.683 0,2320 0,2330 29.622 -128

FRANCIA 103.412 0,0041 0,0070 424 -300

CAMERUN-MTN MOV 86.479 0,1379 0,1344 11.925 299

FRANCIA-PARIS 71.283 0,0041 0,0070 292 -207

ESPAÑA-MOVISTAR MOV 44.244 0,0481 0,0400 2.127 357

MARRUECOS-WANARESTRICTEDM 37.143 0,1685 0,1650 6.259 130

ESPAÑA 7.039 0,0070 0,0000 49 49

CUBA 4.903 0,5795 0,5498 2.841 146

Total 2.820.403 1.256.021 -2.870

ITALY

SOUTH AFRICA
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Another way of profiting from the creating of synergies is leveraging the resources.  In this 

case, it can be observed in figure 32 that both operators are interested in Morocco Mobile 

destination.  However, the creation of business as it is currently gives a negative margin to 

the selling of this destination to South Africa because the price at which it is offered is 

lower than the cost as it can be seen in table 16. 

 

ITALY 

Destination Volume Price Cost Revenue Margin 

MARRUECOS-MOV 1.008.784 0,2330 0,2300 235.047 3.026 

SOUTH AFRICA 

MARRUECOS-MOV 127.683 0,2320 0,2330 29.622 -128 

Total 1.136.467     264.669 2.899 
Table 16 Current figures for the selling of Morocco Mobile (The Author) 

 

If the amount of volume was gathered from both operators and canalized into the same 

route, the costs will be lower and the profitability higher as it can be seen in table 17.  Not 

only that, but when traffic is sent through an operator, the same amount of traffic is 

expected back from that operator to another destination of his interest though our routes, 

which there, business is increased even more. 

 

ITALY 

Destination Volume Price Cost Revenue Margin 

MARRUECOS-MOV 1.008.784 0,2330 0,2300 235.047 3.026 

SOUTH AFRICA 

MARRUECOS-MOV 127.683 0,2320 0,2300 29.622 255 

Total 1.136.467     264.669 3.282 
Table 17 Optimization of resources to increase profitability (The Author) 

 

A comparison of both scenarios is presented in table 18. 

 

 
ITALY SOUTH AFRICA TOTAL 

 
Before After Before After Before After 

Volume 1.008.784 1.008.784 127.683 127.683 1.136.467 1.264.150 

REVENUE 235.047 235.047 29.622 29.622 264.669 264.669 

MARGIN 3.026 3.026 -128 255 2.899 3.282 
Table 18 Optimization of resources to increase profitability summary (The Author) 
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The last scenario represents market growth synergies.  None of the operators that are being 

evaluated send traffic to neighbor countries of one another.  This is an opportunity to grow 

in market share and have a direct route reach to those countries.  As it is the case of Italy, 

they could send traffic to Botswana, Lesotho, Mozambique, Namibia, Swaziland and/or 

Zimbabwe.  In the case of South Africa, they could send traffic to France, Switzerland, 

Slovenia and/or Austria. Since these operators are not sending traffic to any of the 

mentioned destinations, this example is purely hypothetical.  As it can be seen in table 19, 

generation of business is created when entering new markets through the existing 

operators.  Given that this example is purely hypothetical, the same traffic volumes are 

utilized for each case.  The cost shown are true costs provided by each operator, but the 

price offered is just the cost plus 0,003 of margin.  Theoretically speaking a business 

generation of 600.000 euros in revenues and 27.000 euros in margins will be generated for 

The Telecom Group.  Not only that, but that traffic and business value sent to Italy and 

South Africa will be returned to the Telecom Group through other destinations. 

 

ITALY through South Africa 

Destination Volume Price Cost Revenue Margin 

Bostwana 1.000.000 0,0630 0,0600 63.000 3.000 

Lesotho 1.000.000 0,1430 0,1400 143.000 3.000 

Mozambique 1.000.000 0,0730 0,0700 73.000 3.000 

Namibia 1.000.000 0,0730 0,0700 73.000 3.000 

Zimbawe 1.000.000 0,1230 0,1200 123.000 3.000 

Total 5.000.000     475.000 15.000 

SOUTH AFRICA through Italy 

Destination Volume Price Cost Revenue Margin 

France 1.000.000 0,0082 0,0052 8.200 3.000 

Switzerland 1.000.000 0,0498 0,0468 49.800 3.000 

Slovenia 1.000.000 0,0465 0,0435 46.500 3.000 

Austria 1.000.000 0,0250 0,0220 25.000 3.000 

Total 4.000.000     129.500 12.000 

   
TOTAL 604.500 27.000 

Table 19 Hypotehtical Example of Business Generation and Market Entrance (The Author) 

 

 

 

 

http://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/botswana.htm
http://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/lesotho.htm
http://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/mozambique.htm
http://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/namibia.htm
http://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/swaziland.htm
http://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/zimbabwe.htm
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10. Discussion & Conclusion 

 

In this section of the dissertation the findings are discussed in both a theoretical and 

practical level.  Limitations about the study are identified and future research suggestions 

are made. 

 

10.1 Theoretical Based 

 

As it was expressed in chapter 7, there are different types of synergies such as cost and 

revenue synergies which are the most commonly used and plenty of literature is presented 

about them.  However, there also exist cross business synergies and even though there is 

some research about them, little empirical evidence can prove their effectiveness.  In 

parallel, literature about customer portfolio management was reviewed and it was revealed 

that organization’s strategically manage customer portfolios in order to identify key 

customers and exclude the ones that have little, none or even negative influence on the 

business.  It was also exposed the theory that CPM in a way for value creation potential 

and that strategically, the allocation of resources between portfolios and the creation of 

alliances or synergies between them in fact increases the profitability of the business. 

Operative synergies, which are a typology of cross business synergies, leverage the 

organization’s resources.  They are categorized into efficiency and growth collaborations.  

In the first case, the operative resources are combined in order to reduce costs, while in the 

second case resources complement each other in order to produce revenues.  The empirical 

analysis shown in chapter 9 proves the theory that by creating cross-business synergies, in 

this case amongst customer portfolios, higher revenues are created and costs are saved.  At 

the same time, this also proves that strategic CPM does in fact leverage resources in order 

to increase the profitability of the business. 

Market power synergies allow the organization to enter new markets when businesses 

within the organization are combined.  However, little is said about the combination and 

management of customer portfolios in order to enter new markets, nonetheless it is been 

proven in this dissertation that when strategically combining customer portfolios and 

leveraging the opportunities that each present, new markets can be opened to increase the 

business of the organization.  In this specific case, not only the market share of The 

Telecom Group was increased but also the players involved were able to expand their 

market potential. 

Financial synergies on the other hand; as it is stated in literature, leverage financial 

resources across businesses.  Even though they are not considered a source of competitive 

advantage but rather a source of investment in an organization, it has been discovered 

through the empirical example that when leveraging financial resources across customer 
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portfolios higher revenues can be obtained as a result of financial economies of scale.  

However, very little can be said about the other types of advantages that financial synergies 

create such as reduction of corporate risk, internal capital market and tax advantages since 

these synergies are created only within a business and not across businesses of the 

organization.  Meaning, the scale in the organization at which these synergies are created is 

very small to be able to make any deductions about those advantages. 

Lastly, corporate management synergies, which highlight entrepreneurial capabilities, 

capabilities in organizational design and strategic capabilities, are proven to exist in every 

example of the empirical case.  They are usually recognized at the corporate level of the 

organization (as its name describes it) but in this dissertation they are identified to exist also 

at the managerial level.  Customer portfolio managers require these organizational 

capabilities in order to be able to analyse and create proper synergies between their 

customer portfolios.  In this case, it was identified that suitable entrepreneurial and 

strategic capabilities will lead to an excellent construction of synergies. 

It is suggested that for an outstanding creation of synergies at the customer portfolio level, 

managers should identify key performance indicators about the players both qualitative and 

quantitative.  It is also recommended to create a framework of study in order to have a 

clear view of the implications of such synergies.  Finally it is deeply advocated to analyse 

the value of the synergies created through a quantitative performance and compare both 

the value of the isolated customer portfolios and the value of the portfolios once the 

synergies are created. 

 

10.2 Empirical Based 

 

It was recognized by the empirical study made in chapter 9 that both qualitative and 

quantitative factors influence the reliability of the creation of synergies as well as an 

exceptional CPM.  Evaluating customers both in a qualitative and quantitative level is very 

important to be able to recognize the factors of interest of each of them and be able to 

offer a more complete service. 

As it was able to be tested, the creation of customer portfolio synergies at The Telecom 

Group rends visibility between portfolios about strategic information as well as it improves 

and increments the profitability of the business and customer relationships for the 

wholesale voice service. 

Qualitative KPIs that are functional for the creation of these synergies were identified 

through a process mapping defined in chapter 5.  They were recognized to be traffic 

(volume), prices and margins.  These KPIs were are of crucial importance due to the fact 

that are the main source of information about the customer’s needs as well as the principal 

resource of business creation. 
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Further on, a survey made to the portfolio managers, revealed complementary qualitative 

KPIs that influence as well the worthy management of customer portfolios and the 

creation of synergies between them.  These KPIs were identified to be: (1) direct routes 

that the customer has with its neighbour countries, (2) the geographical position of the 

operator’s country, (3) demographic information about the population of the country of 

origin of the operator and (4) the economic positioning of the country in which the 

operator is located. 

The evaluation of both the quantitative and qualitative KPIs was able to help rank and 

delimitate the operators that later on would be chosen for the study of creation of 

synergies.  In this case, the two chose operators were Italy and South Africa.  

A PESTEL analysis was subsequently conducted to have in-depth information about each 

of the countries in which the customers operate and be able to complete the qualitative 

analysis.  Results were found out to be that both countries are similar to each other in 

Political, Economic, Technological and Legal aspects, however, a discrepancy in Socio-

Cultural and Environmental factors was observed.  The two last mentioned factors, 

however, do not have a great influence over the creation of synergies between both players 

as do Political, Economic, Technological and Legal aspects. 

Successively, a revenue analysis with real data was performed where the findings about the 

creation of synergies across customer portfolios were the following: 

 Growth synergies result from the creation of the combination and 

complementation of services in this specific case.  When complimenting each 

operator with each other’s service, the overall value of each of the portfolios 

increased, giving a positive result to the theory of growth synergies. 

 Creation of synergies in order to leverage resources also produce and increment in 

the profitability of each portfolio as well as the overall profitability of the 

organization.  As it was tested and proved, utilizing the same resources, in this 

specific case, the same route to canalize traffic from different sources but going to 

the same destination increments the profitability of the business as a whole through 

the reduction of costs. 

 The third and last finding shows that the creation of synergies generates the 

potential for market entry.  As it was the illustration of the hypothetical case, when 

creating synergies between the two mentioned operators, market entry to both of 

them is being generated. 

 

As a final conclusion, it is seen that the good creation of synergies plus the excellent 

management of customer portfolios creates an exceptional customer relationship, which in 

turn creates a bond of trust and business can easily be increased between the customer and 

the organization. 
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10.3 Limitations 

 

In general terms, one of the limitations found during the study was the lack of visibility of 

real time information about the customers, specifically prices and volumes.  It was 

recognized in the process analysis that the information flow always goes through the 

marketing department which is a non-value added activity.  This limitation causes the 

portfolio manager to have a delayed source of information between the customer and him 

and the contrary making it sometimes difficult to keep up with the market changes and 

customer needs. 

Another limitation that was observed was the volatility of the market in terms of changes 

of prices and the lack of a database that can keep up with those changes.  This in turn gives 

a difficulty to stay on top of competitive prices to offer to the customers. 

In terms of synergies, one limitation that was found was lack of existing qualitative 

information about the customers.  This led to a limitation in a possible approach that the 

study could have mostly in terms of needs (destinations of interest and target prices).  It 

was very hard, apart from the PESTEL analysis to know in fact what were the interests of 

the operators, in specific the ones prevenient from Africa. 

 

10.4 Future Research 

 

It is highly recommended to create a platform where the non-value added activities from 

the marketing department can be replaced and information about the needs of the 

customers can be obtained in real time.  The cancelled activities from the marketing 

department are suggested to be replaced to feed the mentioned platform.  It is suggested 

that this platform besides sharing key information about the customers could also provide 

an automated auto-routing so that the demand of the customers can be changed and 

followed on time.  Some online platforms for the trading of voice services already exists, 

but at The Telecom Group are not yet developed- 

It is recommended as well to create a more extended analysis of synergies, utilizing more 

players at the same time to be able to magnify the profitability of the mixture of 

information and services. 

Last, but not least, it would be recommended to apply this framework in another industry 

to be able to prove all the hypothesis here presented. 
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